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INTRODUCTION
This Educational Vision reflects the work of a Visioning Team;
approximately 45 people, including participants representing teachers,
students, parents, and community, plus school leadership and the
project architect. Created in two days of intense facilitated workshops, it
is intended to guide the long-term development of both education and
future facilities for Brookings School District (BSD).

EDUCATIONAL VISION
The Educational Vision for BSD’s future is described here through
several components:
 Overarching Guiding Principles establish broad parameters

for educational delivery, school structure, and facilities
 Key Words for Education, “sound bites” characterizing

essential educational aspects of the future BSD
 Most Important Concepts for the Future identifies the 21st

century issues most important for future teaching and learning
 Learning Modalities identifies the most effective and

appropriate ways for teachers to reach students with curriculum
delivery

 School Organization 1: District-Wide Considerations defines
preferred approaches to grade groupings, equity, and choice

 School Organization 2: Internal Considerations defines
preferred approaches to the overall relationships of people and
programs

 District Needs presents a ranked overview of issues critical to
BSD’s future

Overarching Guiding Principles
The Guiding Principles presented here were created to express the
values, beliefs, and concepts developed by the Visioning Team which
examined educational trends, best practices, and issues affecting the
delivery of 21st century education.  These Guiding Principles present the
essence of that inquiry.  They are not policy but they address the
overarching themes identified by participants.  They may serve as a
foundation for future teaching and learning.  As such, they are intended

Educational
Vision
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to form the basis of future educational delivery and facilities planning.
Staff professional development is crucial to the successful
implementation of the educational concepts outlined here.

The Guiding Principles are:
Overarching Principles
 This future-oriented Educational Vision incorporates some

innovative 21st century educational practices already in
discussion or operation in classrooms at BSD. Extend those
practices

 Create a common understanding of this Educational Vision
among administrators, faculty, parents, and students to continue
shifting the educational model from one that is fairly traditional
to one that is more transformed

 Prepare students for success in the 21st century, an emerging
world of global competition, uncertain employment prospects,
infinite access to information, and rapid change in technology

 Teach 21st century skills at the same time as traditional content
 Build relationships with students, families, and communities

through school structure and programs
 Aspire beyond the Common Core and beyond the South Dakota

Department of Education guidelines to do what is best for
student learning, and to instill a life-long sense of wonder and
purpose.  Create independent, life-long learners

 Establish a program of staff Professional Development to
support the educational deliveries outlined here

The full Guiding Principles are expressed in full in Ch 3, Educational
Vision.

Key Words for Education
Workshop participants each identified one-word or two-word phrases
that best represented their individual thoughts about future Educational
Deliveries at BSD. These words could be the basis of the “elevator
speech” describing future practices.

Some of their key words for education are shown here.  The full list with
scores is in Appendix Ch 5.2.
 Collaborative
 Flexible

 Innovative
 Team Work

Most Important Concepts for the Future
Visioning Team members, working collaboratively as Table Teams
identified the three most important issues for future learning at BSD.
The results are outlined here, in order of importance, based on
frequency of citing:
 Flexibility for Change
 21st Century Skills
 21st Century Learning Spaces
 Teacher Teaming/Collaboration
 Project-Based Learning

Note that these concepts, collectively, call for radical change in
educational deliveries and facilities. Elaboration on these concepts is in
the 21st Century Schools presentation, Appendix Ch 5.3.

Learning Modalities
The Visioning Team members considered 22 learning modalities,
ranging from traditional lecturing and direct teaching to independent
study, and ranked them in order of appropriateness.

The most commonly cited most effective modalities, in order of
importance, are:
 Project-Based Learning
 Small Group Work/Student Collaboration
 Interdisciplinary Teaching and Learning
 Making Things/Prototyping

The most commonly cited as least effective modalities were:
 Lecture, by a significant margin
 Worksheets

The full record of Learning Modalities preferences, with ranking scores,
is in Appendix Ch 5.2.
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School Organization
Visioning Team members, working as Table Teams, reflected on
student natural developmental breaks, ideal grade groupings, equity
across the school district, and school choice.  Their thoughts and
preferences are outlined in Ch 3, Educational Vision.

DEVELOPMENTAL BREAKS
Grades 8 and 9 are thought to be developmentally aligned by more
Table Teams than Grades 9 and 10.

There is no consensus on breaks between elementary and middle
years.  Three of seven Table Teams said one was after Grade 5, three
said after Grade 6, and one said after Grade 7.  This is a critical break in
a child’s development, as it is often considered by parents as the
passage out of childhood, but it is also marks access to considerable
more program opportunities, particularly in science and technology.

IDEAL GRADE GRUPINGS
Four out of seven Table Teams indicated that grade distinctions in the
traditional manner are not as important as grouping large numbers of
grades together (in the manner of a one room schoolhouse) with Small
Learning Communities within.  Bringing students together intentionally is
a more effective focus than keeping them apart.

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
If the BSD primary goal was to build strong relationships between
teachers and students, the most effective strategies to do that would be:
 Have teachers loop with their students, rising through the grade

levels as the students do
 Group students and teachers in Small Learning Communities

The least effective strategy to achieve strong relationships would be:
 Group students by birth date with new teachers every year

Ironically this method deemed least effective is the most common model
in the USA for elementary and middle years, and implicitly for the high
school years.

SCHOOL ORGANIZATION
The most favored organizational model, by a wide margin, was:
 Multi-grade classroom groupings (SLCs)

The second and third most favored were closely ranked, only 10%
apart:
 Teachers synchronously teaming, sharing students in real time
 Teachers looping

Teachers looping was highly favored by some elementary, some middle
school, and one high school Table Team, such enthusiasm was not
universal, as it was ranked last by one high school Team and 5 out of 7
by one elementary Team.

The least appropriate model of those presented was:
 Grade level classroom groupings (SLCs)

Ironically this model deemed least appropriate is the most common
model in the USA for elementary and middle years, and implicitly for the
high school years.

District Needs
Priorities defined by the Visioning Team were reviewed and translated
into action plans by the district leadership in a meeting held 3rd

November 2016. See Appendix Ch 5.1 for Visioning Team concepts of
needs, Appendix Ch 5.2 for their priorities, and Ch 3, Educational Vision
or action steps taken by BSD administrative leaders.

FACILITY CONCEPTS
The concepts are defined through:
 Places for Learning, detailed descriptions of the learning

environments
 Future Furniture, an outline of most appropriate furniture for

both current and future schools
 Key Words for Facilities state the most important qualities of

future learning spaces

These facility issues are described more fully in Ch 4, Facility Concepts.
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Places for Learning
The Visioning Team reviewed thirteen exemplar schools from the USA,
the United Kingdom, and Australia.  Working in Table Teams they
ranked the schools for appropriateness for the future teaching and
learning at BSD schools.

Most of the schools cited as most appropriate shared these
characteristics:
 Learning spaces arranged as Small Learning Communities
 Classrooms are components of “suites of spaces,” supported by

other spaces immediately adjacent
 Circulation to be used for learning
 Classrooms are to be flexible, interconnected, and supported by

auxiliary spaces including Collaboration/Breakout/Commons
Spaces

 Interdisciplinary possibilities
 Open presentation areas
 Variety of furnishings, offering students and teachers more

choices in supporting learning
 Possibility of student groups working in multiple places under

the guidance of the teacher
 Teacher collaboration supported by the facilities, through

connections between the rooms and strategic placement of
related functions

 Teacher Planning Centers to support teacher collaboration and
sense of community

 Small learning support spaces interwoven among the
classrooms, and in one exemplar, located between classrooms

 To the greatest extent possible, using limited means for
maximum effect, bring Visioning concepts to learning spaces in
the existing building through careful, selective renovation

For a full description of the most appropriate and least appropriate
exemplars, with illustrations, see Ch 4 Facility Concepts.

Key Words for Facilities
Workshop participants each identified one-word or two-word phrases
that best represented their individual thoughts about future facilities.

These words could be the basis of the “elevator speech” describing the
future:
 Flexible, flexible space
 Innovative
 Adaptable
 Flexible space

The full list is in Appendix Ch 5.2.

Future Furniture
A small group of Visioning Team participants reviewed and ranked
classroom and Breakout/Commons furniture options for the future.
identifying nine most favored selections. This selection, for student-
centered classrooms, is indicative of their selections.

#6, Student-Centered Learning Classroom Step 4

Their five most favored selections are shown in Ch 4, Facility Concepts.
All selections are shown in Appendix Ch 5.2.
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INTRODUCTION
This Educational Vision reflects the work of a Visioning Team;
approximately 45 people, including participants representing teachers,
students, parents, community, plus school leadership and the project
architect. Created in two days of intense facilitated workshops, it is
intended to guide the long-term development of both education and
future facilities for Brookings School District (BSD).

Much of the work was conducted by Table Teams, small groupings of
six participants each.  They brainstormed, debated, and attempted to
reach consensus on most of the defining issues.  Each Table Team had
educators, students, and parents, evenly distributed to the greatest
extent possible.

VISION COMPONENTS
The Educational Vision for BSD’s future is described here through
several components:
 Guiding Principles establish broad parameters for educational

delivery, school structure, and facilities
 Key Words for Education, “sound bites” characterizing

essential educational aspects of the future BSD
 School Transformation + Development Map (ST+DM © 2016

Frank Locker Inc) relates educational delivery and facilities to
national practices, both today and projected into the future

 Most Important Concepts for the Future identifies the 21st
century issues most important for future teaching and learning

 Learning Modalities identifies the most effective and
appropriate ways for teachers to reach students with curriculum
delivery

 School Organization 1: District-Wide Considerations defines
preferred approaches to grade groupings, equity, and choice

 School Organization 2: Internal Considerations defines
preferred approaches to the overall relationships of people and
programs

 District Needs presents a ranked overview of issues critical to
BSD’s future

Educational
Vision
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The Guiding Principles presented here were created to express the
values, beliefs, and concepts developed by the Visioning Team which
examined educational trends, best practices, and issues affecting the
delivery of 21st century education.  These Guiding Principles present the
essence of that inquiry.  They are not policy but they address the
overarching themes identified by participants.  They may serve as a
foundation for future teaching and learning.  As such, they are intended
to form the basis of future educational delivery and facilities planning.
Staff professional development is crucial to the successful
implementation of the educational concepts outlined here.

The Guiding Principles are:
Overarching Principles
 This future-oriented Educational Vision incorporates some

innovative 21st century educational practices already in
discussion or operation in classrooms and shops at BSD.
Extend those practices

 Create a common understanding of this Educational Vision
among administrators, faculty, parents, and students to continue
shifting the educational model from one that is fairly traditional
to one that is more transformed

 Prepare students for success in the 21st century, an emerging
world of global competition, uncertain employment prospects,
infinite access to information, and rapid change in technology

 Teach 21st century skills at the same time as traditional content
 Build relationships with students, families, and communities

through school structure and programs
 Aspire beyond the Common Core and beyond the South Dakota

Department of Education guidelines to do what is best for
student learning, and to instill a life-long sense of wonder and
purpose.  Create independent, life-long learners

 Establish a program of staff Professional Development to
support the educational deliveries outlined here

Educational Delivery
Educational Delivery addresses overarching themes required to provide
a 21st century high-performing educational experience for all BSD
students.

INSTRUCTIONAL MODELS
 Employ project-based learning on a regular basis
 Group students in small learning teams to foster

communication, collaboration, and improved social skills, and
foster differentiated instruction

 Create a school district and community culture that values
flexibility for change

 Position students to learn 21st century skills, especially the “four
C’s”, collaboration, communication, creativity, and critical
thinking, while simultaneously meeting standard curriculum
goals

 Integrate arts in the core curriculum
 Promote interdisciplinary learning, including STEM and STEAM,

in all grades through staff Professional Development, specialist
teachers, scheduling, and facilities

 Engage students in exploration of the core curriculum through
Making Things to Learn

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION
Our world is dependent on technology implementation in all aspects of
life.  Students must be provided with the technological skills and
knowledge which will enable them to function successfully in a global
context.  Technology should include:
 Wireless capability in all spaces in the future school building(s)
 Deploy mobile devices in lieu of desktop devices

Technology must not be viewed as a curriculum add-on, but, rather as
an effective tool to be utilized in meaningful instruction that is relevant
and rigorous.

Educational Structure
Educational Structure establishes the organizational patterns necessary
to group students and teachers in the most effective ways.

ORGANIZATION
 Position educators to better know their students through the

size and strategic placement of learning spaces
 Seek to achieve equity across for all students across all schools
 Explore looping of teachers with students at all grade levels
 Explore multi-age groupings of students at all grade levels

RELATIONSHIPS
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 Organize schools as Small Learning Communities to support
formation of relationships

 Foster student collaboration to build communication skills and
the ability to work with others

CURRICULUM
 Build 21st century skills while meeting traditional curriculum

goals
 Create regular opportunities for students to improve their oral

communication skills

SCHEDULE
 Create common planning time for teachers

Facility Implications
 Design facilities to be flexible, able to support multiple learning

modalities, teaching styles, and program change over time
 Design new school buildings Small Learning Communities

(SLCs), learning spaces arranged in clusters
 To the greatest extent possible, using limited means for

maximum effect, bring Visioning concepts to learning spaces in
existing buildings through careful, selective renovation

 Select furniture that supports collaboration, different learning
modalities, and is substantiated by brain research

 Create Teacher Planning Centers shared among SLCs to foster
collaboration, interdisciplinary teaching, and greater knowing of
students by teachers

 Create building plans that offer security and safety despite
constant visitors, many of whom will be active participants in
student learning

KEY WORDS FOR EDUCATION
Workshop participants each identified one-word or two-word phrases
that best represented their individual thoughts about future Educational
Deliveries at BSD. These words could be the basis of the “elevator
speech” describing the future school.

Their most commonly cited key words for education are shown here.

 Innovative
 Flexible
 Collaborative
 Team Work

The full list is in Appendix Ch 5.2.

SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION +
DEVELOPMENT MAP
Workshop participants, working in three-person Micro Teams, used the
School Transformation + Development Map to evaluate BSD’’s current
educational delivery and facilities, and to project the desired future for
both.

The ST+DM expresses the evolutionary shift in education in great detail,
chronicling educational practices and facility design.  Schools today are
in different points of evolution, and many schools expect to be in
different points of evolution in the long-term future.  The ST+DM
characterizes schools and facilities on a 1 through 5 basis, with 1 as the
most traditional category, and 5 as the most transformed.

Workshop participants worked in Micro Teams to review the multiple
educational practices and facilities concepts in the School
Transformation + Development Map.  They scored BSD schools in the
following categories:
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 Educational Delivery Today
 Facilities Today
 Future Educational Delivery
 Future Facilities

This scoring gives a general understanding of current and desired future
practices and facilities.  Appendix Ch 5.2 contains the results articulated
by the Micro Teams.

The scoring by grade grouping is shown here
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Note that scoring for the high school was done by one Table Team, and
thus may not be fully representative.  They did not address Future
Education.

The overall average represents the scoring by 16 Micro Teams.

The scoring of all Micro Teams was relatively close for Education and
Facilities, both Now and in the Future, indicating a high degree of
consensus among workshop participants.

The most important lessons from the ST+DM for the immediate future
come from the difference between today’s situation and the desired
future.  Overall, the Micro Teams desire evolutionary changes for
education, almost 1-1/2 columns out of five.  Desired facilities changes
are even greater, almost 2-1/4 columns.

For education this means that a program of staff professional
development needs to be implemented, starting soon.  For facilities, it
means that facilities will not look like traditional school.  In both cases
dialogue with parents needs to be engaged in order to share and
receive comments on the exciting concepts proposed for the future
school.

MOST IMPORTANT CONCEPTS FOR THE
FUTURE
Visioning Team members, working collaboratively as Table Teams
identified the three most important issues for future learning in at BSD.

The results are outlined here, in order of importance based on
frequency of citing:
 Flexibility for Change
 21st Century Skills
 21st Century Learning Spaces
 Teacher Teaming/Collaboration
 Project-Based Learning
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Note that these concepts, collectively, call for radical change in
educational deliveries and facilities. Elaboration on these concepts is in
the 21st Century Schools presentation, Appendix Ch 5.1.

LEARNING MODALITIES
The Visioning Team members considered 22 learning modalities,
ranging from traditional lecturing and direct teaching to independent
study, and ranked them in order of appropriateness.

The most commonly cited most effective modalities, in order of
importance, are:
 Project-Based Learning
 Small Group Work/Student Collaboration
 Interdisciplinary Teaching and Learning
 Making Things/Prototyping

The most commonly cited as least effective modalities were:
 Lecture, by a significant margin
 Worksheets

The full record of Learning Modalities preferences, with ranking scores,
is in Appendix Ch 5.2.

SCHOOL ORGANIZATION 1:
DISTRICT-WIDE CONSIDERATIONS
Visioning Team members, working as Table Teams, reflected on
student natural developmental breaks, ideal grade groupings, equity
across the school district, and school choice.  Their thoughts and
preferences are:

GROUPINGS
Natural developmental breaks/thresholds of students in the PK-12
continuity were considered to be:
 PK K 1/2 3/4 5/6 7/8 9/10 11 12
 PK K 1 2/3 4 5/6 7 8/9 10 11 12

 PK K 1 2/3 4 5/6 7 8/9 10 11 12
 PK/K 1 2/3 4 5 6/7 8 9/10 11 12
 PK K 1/2 3/4 5 6/7 8 9/10 11 12
 PK K/1 2/3 4 5 6/7 8 9 10/11 12
 PK K 1/2 ¾ 5 6 7/8 9/10 11 12

Note that Grades 8 and 9 are thought to be developmentally aligned by
more Table Teams than Grades 9 and 10.

Note also that there is no consensus on breaks between elementary
and middle years.  Three of seven Table Teams said one was after
Grade 5, three said after Grade 6, and one said after Grade 7.  This is a
critical break in a child’s development, as it is often considered by
parents as the passage out of childhood, but it is also marks access to
considerable more program opportunities, particularly in science and
technology.

Responses from all Table Teams are as follows:

GRADE LEVELS
Minimum number of grades that should be in a school/ building:
 Min levels – 2
 Min # of grades/building 3
 1 – minimum
 Minimum 3
 2
 Min # 1-2
 Min # grades in building 3

Maximum number of grades that should be in a school/building:
 Max levels – 4 developmental span
 Max # of grades/building 4
 2 – maximum
 Maximum 8
 10
 Max # 4-6 why?
 Max # grades in building 4
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Ideal grade groupings are:
 PK K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

/-------------------none-----------------/
 PK K 1 2 / 3 4 5 / 6 7 8 / 9 10 11 12
 PK K 1 2 3 4 5 (learning communities)/

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 (learning communities)
 PK/K 1 2/3 4 5 6/7 8 9/10 11 12
 PK K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Ideal country school format
 PK K 1 2 3 4 5/6 7 8 9 10 11 12

(no grades)
 PK 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Note that four out of seven Table Teams indicated that grade
distinctions in the traditional manner are not as important as grouping
large numbers of grades together (in the manner of a one room
schoolhouse) with Small Learning Communities within.  Bringing
students together intentionally is a more effective focus that keeping
them apart.

EQUITY
Is equity across the district important?  Yes or No
 Equity – YES!
 Quality building equitable, opportunity for programs – yes
 Test scores (not compared) – no
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes.  We need adaptability

Inequities that currently exist in Brookings School District are:
 Inequities

o Title 1 access
o Enrichment programs access (tag)
o Lack of staffing in encore specials

 Title 1, gifted, planning time, facilities, staffing
 Facilities, ELL, gifted/enrichment, Social Skills Room, class size
 Class sizes
 #’s section
 Programs equal access

 Socio/economics
 Parent involvement
 Class size
 Socio/economics
 Building facilities
 Programmatic
 Fundraising

These should be equitable at BSD:
 SHOULD BE EQUITIES
 Anything that directly impacts student learning
 Class offerings, facilities, HQ staff

o Student learning is equitable
o Access to programs

 Programming/curriculum
 Building facility
 Class size
 Quality of teachers

Strategies to achieve equity include:
 Allowing innovation and involving all stake holders in problem

solving
 Revisit boundaries
 Collaboration – across buildings
 Community partnerships
 $ to change Schedules, buildings, etc
 Communication/planning meeting among buildings
 Currently identifying facility plan
 Dr. Willert
 Building principals ensuring this across buildings/not competing

between buildings
 Consistent principal meetings/collaboration

Choice
1  School choice when multiple buildings in the District serve the
same grade levels?
 Yes, should consider
 Balanced enrollment
 Yes, if there are different offerings
 What’s going on inside shouldn’t matter
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 Open choice would cause further issues with teachers, socio-
economics, boundary/diversity should be goal

2  Choice, thematic schools when multiple buildings serve the
District?
 Absolutely, if thematic
 MCL

o Mass customized learning
 Remove weight-bearing walls

 Yes
 Integration of programmatic options throughout a building

3  Choice of learning themes within schools when one school
serves the whole District?
 Yes
 Middle school strategies for more
 Yes
 Yes, to providing increased opportunities for students to engage

in innovation, STEAM, etc

SCHOOL ORGANIZATION 2:
INTERNAL CONSIDERATIONS
Visioning Team members reflected on model school organizations
covering all grade possibilities, and determined the most and least
appropriate ones for BSD’s future:

Relationship Building
SUMMARY
All rankings of relationships are shown on this chart.  Note that, no
matter what their grade grouping focus, the Table Teams were almost
unanimous in these conclusions:

If the BSD primary goal was to build strong relationships between
teachers and students, the most effective strategies to do that would be:
 Have teachers loop with their students, rising through the grade

levels as the students do
 Group students and teachers in Small Learning Communities

The least effective strategy to achieve strong relationships would be:
 Group students by birth date with new teachers every year

Ironically this method deemed least effective is the most common model
in the USA for elementary and middle years, and implicitly for the high
school years.

This chart shows all responses.  Note the consistency of responses
despite the different grade grouping focuses.

Organization
SUMMARY
All rankings of relationships are shown on this chart.  Note that, no
matter what their grade grouping focus, the Table Teams were almost
unanimous in these conclusions:

The most favored organizational model, by a wide margin, was:
 Multi-grade classroom groupings (SLCs)

The second and third most favored were closely ranked, only 10%
apart:
 Teachers synchronously teaming, sharing students in real time
 Teachers looping

Note however that Model B, Teachers Looping, was highly favored by
some elementary, some middle school, and one high school Table
Team, such enthusiasm was not universal, as it was ranked last by one
high school Team and 5 out of 7 by one elementary Team.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 OV'ALL
RANK

ES ES ES HS MS MS MS HS
B.   Looping 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1.5
E.   Small Learning Communities (SLCs), aka
houses, teams 2 4 2 2 1 2 2 2 2.1

F.   Thematic SLCs 3 3 3 1 5 3 3 3 3.0
C.  Multi-age groupings 5 2 6 3 4 6 5 5 4.5
D.  Departmental model 6 7 4 4 6 4 4 6 5.1
G.  More grade levels in a school/building 4 6 4 7 - 5 7 4 5.3
A.   Grouping students by birth date with new
teachers every year 7 5 7 6 7 7 6 7 6.5

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING: ALL GRADES

PUBLIC SCHOOL
RELATIONSHIP MODELS

Table Team
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The least appropriate model of those presented was:
 Grade level classroom groupings (SLCs)

Ironically this model deemed least appropriate is the most common
model in the USA for elementary and middle years, and implicitly for the
high school years.

This chart shows all responses.  Note the consistency of responses
despite the different grade grouping focuses.

See Appendices Ch 5.1 and 5.2 for full details.

DISTRICT NEEDS
Priorities defined by the Visioning Team (see Appendix Ch 5.2) were
reviewed and translated into action plans by the district leadership in a
meeting held 3rd November 2016.  The focus of each of the two teams is
outlined below:

XXXXX

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 OV'ALL
RANK

ES ES ES HS MS MS MS HS
C.  Multi-grade classroom groupings (SLCs) 3 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2.1
F.   Teachers synchronously teaming, sharing
students in real time

1 1 3 3 3 4 2 5 2.8

B.   Teachers looping 4 5 1 7 1 2 3 2 3.1
D.  Themed school(s) within the school (thematic
multi-grade interdisciplinary SLCs)

2 2 6 6 5 1 5 1 3.5

E.   Teachers “teaming,” sharing students but
separately teaching curriculum specialties

5 4 4 4 4 5 4 2 4.0

A.   Grade level classroom groupings (SLCs) 6 6 5 5 6 6 6 5 5.6
G.  Other 7 - 7 1 7 7 7 5 5.9

ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS: ALL GRADES

PUBLIC SCHOOL
ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS

Table Team
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INTRODUCTION
The Visioning Team developed concepts for Brookings School District’s
(BSD) schools.  The concepts are defined through:
 Places for Learning, detailed descriptions of the learning

environments
 Future Furniture, an outline of most appropriate furniture for

both current and future schools
 Key Words for Facilities state the most important qualities of

future learning spaces

PLACES FOR LEARNING
The Visioning Team reviewed thirteen exemplar schools from the USA,
the United Kingdom, and Australia.  Working in Table Teams they
ranked the schools for appropriateness for the future teaching and
learning at BSD schools.

MOST APPROPRIATE
Five exemplars were favored.  Two were highly favored, cited as most
appropriate by 4 to 6 of the 8 Table Teams.  They were:
 E Old Town Elementary School (cited by 6 of 8 Table Teams)
 J New Albany Grades 1-8 School (cited by 6 of 8 Table Teams)
 K Forest Avenue School (cited by 4 of 8 Table Teams)

Two others were each cited by 2 Table Teams.  They were:
 F Waverly High School (cited by 2 of 8 Table Teams)
 I New Tech High (cited by 2 of 8 Table Teams)

All of them are highlighted below.

LEAST APPROPRIATE
Table Teams were unanimous in selecting the least appropriate
exemplars.  Minges Brook Elementary School and Southampton High
School, the most traditional of the choices, were cited by all Table
Teams as least appropriate.

These schools exemplify 20th century school planning, with:
 Isolated classrooms arranged along single-purpose corridors
 No support spaces for classrooms

Facility
Concepts
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 Grade-based and curriculum-based planning, with no
consideration for building relationships among school
stakeholders

 No sense of learning communities within the buildings

MOST APPROPRIATE ESSENTIAL CHARACTERIS
Most of the schools cited as most appropriate shared these
characteristics:
 Learning spaces arranged as Small Learning Communities
 Classrooms are components of “suites of spaces,” supported by

other spaces immediately adjacent
 Circulation to be used for learning
 Classrooms are to be flexible, interconnected, and supported by

auxiliary spaces including Collaboration/Breakout/Commons
Spaces

 Interdisciplinary possibilities
 Open presentation areas
 Variety of furnishings, offering students and teachers more

choices in supporting learning
 Possibility of student groups working in multiple places under

the guidance of the teacher
 Teacher collaboration supported by the facilities, through

connections between the rooms and strategic placement of
related functions

 Teacher Planning Centers to support teacher collaboration and
sense of community

 Small learning support spaces interwoven among the
classrooms, and in one exemplar, located between classrooms

 To the greatest extent possible, using limited means for
maximum effect, bring Visioning concepts to learning spaces in
the existing building through careful, selective renovation

Most Appropriate Planning Concepts
Here are representative photos, descriptions, and Table Team
comments for the most commonly cited exemplar schools.

OLD TOWN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Cited by 6 of 8 Table Teams
Featuring:
 Classrooms arranged as a cluster around a central Commons

 The number of classrooms in a cluster intentionally does not
match the number of classrooms needed for each grade level

 6 FT wide openings between adjacent classrooms
 Commons Area has presentation area, alcoves for breakout/

tutorials, mini-Library area
 Accessible through Commons are Teacher Planning Center,

Student Toilets, Storage, Specialist Offices

Table Team comments:
 Amphitheatre
 Space for presenters
 Mixed grade levels
 Flexibility
 Free flow
 Visibility
 Team teaching supported
 Group learning
 Assembly areas encourage collaboration
 Visibility
 Movement
 Study/conversation coves
 Maximized corridor
 Corners
 Built in conference space
 Presentation area/studio commons
 Outside door
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 8 rooms – 6 classes flexibility
 Conference rooms
 Community Center
 Not defined # of classrooms)
 Space saving
 Optimize learning environment
 No corridors
 Community space
 Collaboration by design

NEW ALBANY GRADE 1-8 SCHOOL
Cited by 6 of 8 Table Teams
Featuring:
 Large number of Classrooms (12) arranged in Small Learning

Communities (SLCs)
 Classrooms arranged around a Breakout/Commons space
 Classrooms are not identical

o Varieties of folding walls between some of them
o Many have garage doors to the Breakout/Commons

space
 Classroom positioning is not identical

o Some are central and highly connected to the
Breakout/Commons space

o Others are at the edges, less connected
 Teacher Planning Center located in a strategic position at the

center of each SLC
 Small, low Stage located in a paramount position in each SLC
 Conference/Small Group Room located between the Stage and

Teacher Planning Center

It was cited for:
 Collaboration good
 Transparency
 Space variety
 Close Commons
 Usability
 Flexibility
 Visibility
 Flexible Common Area
 Visibility
 Fluid – open garage door
 Adaptability – move walls, furniture, etc
 Flexible spaces
 Visibility
 Friendly
 Mix of traditional and non-traditional
 Windows
 Natural light
 Corners
 Student-controlled spaces
 Large Commons surrounded by classrooms
 Garage doors (free flow)
 Moveable furniture
 Fewer corridors
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 Blend traditional/flexible
 Movement in sections

FOREST AVENUE K-2 CENTER
Cited by 4 of 8 Table Teams
Featuring:
 Classrooms arranged around a shared

Breakout/Commons/Tutorial/project space
 Stage in this space
 Barn door connections between classrooms
 Teacher Panning Center
 Glass between rooms gives teachers overview and control no

matter where students are learning

Cited for:
 Open
 Windows
 Creates movement
 Presentation area
 Commons area
 Teacher Center
 Smaller team
 Windows from classrooms to commons

WAVERLY HIGH SCHOOL
Cited by 2 of 8 Table Teams

Featuring:
 Arranged as a Small Learning Communities, each  for 200+-

students
 Some classrooms planned as “Fat “L””, allowing more corners

for student collaboration than the traditional rectangular
classroom

 Not all classrooms are the same: two classrooms are
rectangular, interconnected with folding wall, and thus flexible
for 50-60 students in whole group modality

 Fat L classrooms interconnect with folding wall
 Teacher Planning Center
 Science Lab/Industrial Tech (STEM) space at the center of the

cluster

Table Team comments included:
 Modular/repeatable
 Integrated tech
 Open/central Library/SpEd central
 Industrial teach space
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NEW TECH HIGH
Cited by 2 of 8 Table Teams
Featuring:
 Double-sized classrooms for teachers working in pairs
 Cyber Café at center of the school
 Well-developed outdoor learning spaces
 Each classroom has small group discussion area

Table Team comments included:
 Snack Bar (student)
 Moveable/flexible
 Project receptive
 Outdoor spaces
 Natural light
 Outdoor space + comprehensive learning
 Visibility – transparency ↑engagement
 Collaborative

Least Appropriate Planning Concepts
MINGES BROOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

+ SOUTHAMPTON HIGH SCHOOL
Cited by 2 of 8 Table Teams
Featuring:
 Challenging separations between learning spaces
 Isolated classrooms
 No central focus

Table Team comments included:
 Confined
 No collaboration (student
 No re-think of educational approach
 Wasted space/transition time
 No flexibility
 No visibility
 No collaboration
 Isolated
 Box/hall
 No visibility
 Teacher silos
 Box rooms
 No visibility
 Cells and bells
 Same old, same old
 No flexibility with use
 Visibility
 Teacher collaboration – no emphasis
 Too traditional
 Restrictive to teaching
 Too confined

Full details of all Table Team responses are in Appendix Ch 5.2.

FUTURE FURNITURE
A small group of Visioning Team participants reviewed and ranked
classroom and Breakout/Commons furniture options for the future.
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Their five most favored selections are shown here.  All selections shown
here were unanimously deemed “appropriate” the three student
reviewers completing the form:

#6, Student-Centered Learning Classroom Step 4

#21, Breakout Spaces

#23, Breakout Spaces
Grade 1-8 School, New Albany, OH
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#30, Group Discussion Areas
Wooranna Park Primary School, Melbourne, AU

#33, Maker Space
D School, Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA

KEY WORDS FOR FACILITIES
Workshop participants each identified one-word or two-word phrases
that best represented their individual thoughts about future facilities.
These words could be the basis of the “elevator speech” describing the
future:
 Flexible, flexible space (cited 11 times)
 Innovative (cited 4 times)
 Adaptable (cited 2 times)

The full list in in Appendix Ch 5.2.
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AGENDA
The first Visioning Workshop was held on 12th September 2016. Notes
of all activities follow:
 Pre-Workshop Videos
 Snapshot of Brookings School District
 21st Century Schools Presentation
 21st Century Learning Most Important Issues
 What Do We Need in Brookings School District, Part 1?
 Randy Nelson: Living + Working in the Collaborative Age
 Review of Current Programs
 School Structure1:  District-wide Considerations
 Learning Modalities

PRE-WORKSHOP VIDEOS
Workshop participants had watched four videos before coming together,
in the spirit of blended learning.  They were:
 Sir Ken Robinson, Do Schools Kill Creativity?
 Sir Ken Robinson, Changing the Educational Paradigm
 21st Century Learning in New Brunswick, Canada
 Buck Institute Project-Based Learning Explained

Here are their thoughts in response:
 Kids learn things which are obsolete by the time they graduate
 They need to apply their knowledge:

o PBL important
o 21st Century skills important

 Creativity
o We decide intelligence by degrees

 Sir Ken
o Our system seems to think the most important thing

about kids is their birth date
o Incidences of ADHD are due to the way we teach

 Picasso said we are all born creative, and then we go to school
 Little kids are more creative than older kids

o Our system drives creativity out of them
 Our schools creates the fear of being wrong
 We should eliminate grading all together

Day 1
Workshop Notes
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 Sir Ken notes that our system makes the arts less valuable than
English, math, science, social studies

SNAPSHOT OF BROOKINGS SCHOOL
DISTRICT
Superintendent Klint Willert provided a district overview:
 We have inequities that impair learning but very few people are

aware of:
o Medary Elementary has twice the poverty as any other

elementary school
 The district Strategic Plan
 This Visioning is part of a district Master Plan to align facilities

with the Strategic Plan
 District facility issues

o Issues
 Medary Elementary has triangular rooms
 Middle school has enrollment growth

challenges
 An RFP was sent out for architectural services

 10 architects responded
 5 were interviewed
 TSP was selected

21st CENTURY SCHOOLS PRESENTATION
Frank Locker presented on the changing values, goals, and deliveries
that characterize the most progressive thinking about schools in the
United States, and worldwide, today.  Key points included:
 20th vs 21st century schools:

o The 20th century was a century of creating efficient
schools; the 21st century has been a century of looking
for effectiveness in schools

o 20th century was the century of the teacher; 21st
century is the century of the learner

o The teacher used to hold all the information; now the
teacher is the guide

 Research in learning informs us of many effective educational
practices

o Some are gaining popularity
o Others are not yet in general practice

 Learning is more effective when students apply their learning
immediately

 The Multiple Intelligence Theory explains why different students
learn best in different ways

 21st Century Skills Framework offers a clear concept of skills
students need for success in our rapidly changing global
economy.  It establishes:

o Core, subject-based learning is not sufficient any more
o Learning relevant 21st century survival skills is just as

important, perhaps more important.  These include:
 Learning and innovation skills
 Life and career skills
 Information, media, and technology skills

o Craig Jerald was cited as researching the most
important traits that business and industry really want –
professionalism/work ethic

o Learning should be interdisciplinary, bridging the gaps
between subject areas

o Learning should be infused with 21st century themes.
These include:
 Global awareness
 Financial, economic, business and

entrepreneurial literacy
 Civic literacy
 Health literacy

o Learning is a social activity.  Students learn better when
they are in strong relationships with teachers and peers

o The Relevance and Rigor Framework of the
International Center for Leadership in Education
correlated Bloom’s Taxonomy with application, offering
a concise understanding of effective learning

o Google’s Futurist has identified future new job titles
 University Dismantler
 Wireless Electrician
 Urban Agriculturalist

o Teachers’ work is supported through strong
relationships with other professionals
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o Schools are looking for more community connections to
improve student learning

o Flexible furniture is needed to bring the student the
support to learn in a variety of modalities

Individual Responses
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Individual Comments
Comments from individual Visioning Team members in response to the
presentation issues are as follows:

ISSUE
1 Learning Pyramid
 Kids need to “do” in order to retain
 Most teacher are at the base of the ∆
 Student-centered
 Interactive
 Allows for variety of strategies, materials, and learning styles
 Reflects how I learn best
 Supported by my experience
 Students learn in a variety of ways, all of them are important
 Lecture → reading → demo → teach
 This takes time – how does it relate to standards?
 Active learning/responsibility for life-time, foundation of learning
 Active learning retention
 Kids teaching others
 We must know how students retain content in order to create

effective instruction
 Actually learning and teaching others
 Education is learning and the chat emphasis is important
 We know this, but refuse to change how we teach (or we don’t

know how to change)
 Students need to be engaged actively
 Not sure
 Seen it work

2 Gardner: Multiple Intelligences
 Accommodating everyone
 This means giving choice in product, how you show
 Touch to get all accomplished given time
 Design learning programs to focus us on different intelligences

– student-centered
 Gain understanding for how students learn best and why
 Utilize strengths in learning
 Looking at the whole child
 Creates learning
 Common sense

 All students are good at something – that’s maybe where their
creativity lies

 Visual, interpersonal, intrapersonal, music, natural
 This is critical in a broad spectrum – allow kids to use strengths
 Focus on strengths – positive building up
 Some strengths stronger than others
 Engage natural strengths
 Students must interact with material in various format
 Use strengths to develop others
 Meet more learners
 Need to value many ways we learn but not much research to

support it (CMIT)

3 Integrate arts in core learning
 Help with behaviors?
 This means giving choice in product, how you show
 Having interdisciplinary units
 Fosters movement while learning – more retention
 Arts are project-based learning
 Good break from the rigor
 I’ve seen this work (dance)
 Reaches more students, actively engages
 May not apply to all students
 Part of intelligences
 This might not be for all students.  Some may learn best this

way…
 Learning goes up when art integrated
 Learning goes up
 Accessing art, still parts of the brain
 Learning goes up when arts integrated into core learning
 Fosters creativity and supports creativity and wellness too
 A huge paradigm shift
 Creativity very important and how we express it (greater

learning)

4 Environmental Sciences/Sustainable STEM/STEAM/Engineering
 Creativity
 PBL – make it relevant
 Future of sustainability and creativity
 Hands-on learning – applied – learn by doing
 Started a garden/climate
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 Real life and realistic
 Learning by doing
 STEAM – includes arts, real world
 Garden used for agriculture, math, learning sustainable!
 Bringing content together is best!
 Sustainability, world economy, competitive
 Environment
 Real world
 Yes! Connecting content to the living world
 Improves math scores – promotes build near spec inventions
 Supports our culture and our age-long economy in SD
 Fairly new to me – non-traditional/teaching/learning
 Inquiry and scientific method how we learn best
 Intra-curricular learning
 STEM and hands-on
 Love the concept! Sustainable living

5 Relationships: Dunbar’s Law, “Magic of 150”
 Blended = computer/teacher
 Teaming is crucial! Middle school concept, our middle school

has teams (100 – 120) per team roughly
 Engaging
 Important to kids’ development from a teacher standpoint
 Would this create better student relationships?
 Foster relationships
 Makes sense – application?
 Already happening in MS?
 Never heard of it before – need more info on it
 With the increase of mental health, we need to know kids better.

PLC – community!
 Engagement ↑’s, personalized learning
 Stable social relationships
 Foster good relationships – mastering learning, adaptive

learning, allows students how content is given, evaluate =
create, leadership works with businesses

 Relationship building is the key to life happiness
 Kids learn better when they are known by others, fosters

relationships
 Interesting
 We learn in relating to others

 Supportive relationships is a key component of learning

Computers for Learning: Adaptive Learning, Blended
Learning, Computer Games Learning

 Too much freedom?
 Flipped classroom works better with older students.  Online

without social interaction is scary
 Life is online
 Students control how content is delivered
 Puts students more in control of their own learning
 Depends on what they are exposed to
 Social consequences/face -to-face, interpersonal relationships
 Closer to multi-intelligences/adaptive learning
 Varies depending on the age of the students
 Home-life is significant factor
 Need more than one way to learn.  Computers don’t interest all

kids
 Allow students to meet learning by multiple intelligences
 For me not about online but all about mastery – “Swiss cheese

learning”
 I like blended learning, mastery is good! Better than grades that

mean little.  Students can learn, but need to be ready for an
unstructured experience

 Control of delivery, speed, place, and time
 Push them academically
 Technology is important, however if schools/teachers better

delivered instruction they wouldn’t need tech so much. Quality
relationships are key!

 Students control the learning – also – this is the way most jobs
are! Reaches kids as individuals - this is how college is

 Blended learning is very powerful at the high school level
 Multiple intelligence learning - learning meets kids at their

optimum learning time
 Relationships and pedagogy are more essential
 I strongly believe in relationships – more online = less

interpersonal contact.  No doubt we need to have some…25-
33% yes.  50%, we run the risk of losing our connection with
students

 Hands-on
 Children do not learn how to interact with other humans
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7 Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy
 CREATE!! Kids need to “do” in order to retain
 Students learn differently
 As revised
 Have done some of this.  Stopped NCLB
 This is important but how to make sure these systems are

effective?
 Webb’s leveling?
 Creativity at top
 Webb level…
 Apply to real world, unpredictable situations, easy to test
 CREATE! That is key!
 We know this, but what do we change when we teach kids?
 Creativity at top
 What level?

8 Daggett: Relevance + Rigor Framework
 More/better prep for real world - move away from traditional
 Back to real-world relevance
 Preparing for “real world”
 Collaborate, solve problems – application – adaptable (similar

goals as #9)
 Ability to adapt to real-world situations
 Focus on real-world application
 Huge implications for standardized testing
 Teaches thinking skills
 Have done some of this. Stopped NCLB
 Relevance, understanding is what stakeholders desire
 Real world, but need basic things memorized to enable higher

level projects
 1st I’ve seen this – need more info
 Work with each other and be inventive.  D is real-world

application. A is standardized test, knowledge
 I like the inclusion of application
 Application is key to connect the learning
 Critical to success in real world, develop contributors to society
 As long as doing “D” quad stuff
 Another huge paradigm shift
 Need people who can be inventive and innovative, high

application of knowledge
 Deep topic

9 21st Century Skills
 Moving with the times
 Innovation 4C’s
 We have talked about 21st skills for years
 Learning relevant subjects
 Similar goals as #8
 Creative, innovative thinking
 4C’s
 Skills applicable across all content areas
 Real world
 Thinkers
 Teaching portable skills!
 Don’t forget basics
 Real world – seen this slide many times – skills for future
 Application “think tank”.  Kids will have nine jobs by age 40
 “The need to know” – purposeful work
 Here’s how we help cultivate a well-rounded student while

meeting students’ needs
 Really like the 4C’s, leadership skills into workforce, portable

skills
 Creativity and innovation, critical thinking and problem solving,

communication, collaboration
 4C’s
 The 4C’s must play a role in every curriculum plan
 Yes – this is what should be our basis…
 Scary for me to think that kids will have nine different jobs in

different careers
 Focus on learning, collaboration, communicating
 Just don’t beat curiosity out of children

10 Jerald’s Research on 21st Cent Education
 Back to 21st Century skills
 We do have students talk and speak in front of peers
 “People” skills
 Life-long learning
 Real world
 Relates to STEAM/learning pyramid, Bloom’s Taxonomy.  Same

level of importance.  All learning is for RETENTION,
APPLICATION

 Aligns with overarching themes
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 Consider different personalities
 Haven’t seen this before – need to look at it closer
 Valued oral ≥ written communication.  Currently students have ↑

written communication and lack oral
 How much has our culture changed – ethics – professionalism?
 Oral communication
 Oral communication, team work, work style – most important
 Reinforces #9, 8, 4 above
 How do we balance this with demands on standardized tests?
 De-emphasis on core classes
 Preparation for real world

11 Based Learning, Africa, Café Paresien
 Innovation, “purposeful work”
 Paradigm shift, PBL “driving question”, need to know, B/E
 All kinds of education coming together
 Real-life applications
 Purposeful work/learning
 Important as part of a total school experience, but needs to be

part of a balanced system
 Application of knowledge
 Have had success (Peru), not at home
 Real life! Again!
 Interdisciplinary, preparation for real life
 Leads to deeper learning and understanding – memorable
 Think outside the box, business plan → plated meal for Café in

Paris
 Must be authentic
 Public speaking – social relationships
 Deeper learning, problem solving
 Connecting content throughout subject matter is key – no matter

what grade level!
 All ages can do projects/purposeful work – creates memorable

learning experiences
 Assessment and CPA!
 A huge paradigm shift.  Learning actually appears to be fun
 More consistent with how we learn.  The world is full of

problems to investigate
 Start with labs.  These are expensive


12 Deeper Learning

 Application, High Tech High
 Wow
 Includes rigorous academic content – yes!
 Communication and memorable
 What do those schools value? Extra/co-curriculum, structure?
 Really like emphasis on ability to apply deep knowledge to real-

world circumstances and to solve real problems
 Does it work for everyone?
 Apply knowledge to real-world circumstances
 A summary of everything covered so far - so critically important!
 What about the unmotivated kids? Learning at its best
 Less is more in learning (need to know how to solve real

problems)
 Great for rich kids

13 Making Things to Learn
 Hands-on, visual
 Ted – 5 dangerous things your kids should do, IDEO, design

thinking
 Education ideology is circular - now it is incorporated in all

classes.  Individual arts left.  Now we want it back…
 Making students independent
 PBL
 Kinesthetic learning
 Brain and hand together
 I don’t know enough
 Relationship with hands and head
 Reinvention of what I did as a kid
 Never heard of it – sounds familiar for hands-on learning
 Ted Talk – 5 dangerous things your kids should do
 I don’t know much about this one
 High tech design thinking
 LEARNING – using skills – learning skills
 Making things to learn – driven by tech, new
 Real application should be the goal in every task/assignment
 High tech, creative, inventing, promotes fuzzy boundaries,

collaboration, humanity, sociology, communication.  Partner
with SDEC and businesses and SDSU

 Applied and constructivist approach
 Hands-on
 Design part of STEM (great concept)
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 Glad that education colleges are starting to look at this
approach

 New to me…

14 Small Learning Communities
 Middle school looks like this/works like this
 Changes whole school concept
 Not feasible in current schools - requires new building or $

renovate
 Flexible learning communities large and small
 Does this improve student relationships?
 Ah ha – the one-room school concept returns!
 We need collaborative learning spaces
 Great for kids!
 Love integrated learning!
 Need more space for this?
 Relationships-based settings
 All the points from 1-13 support #14
 Addresses different learning
 All learning should be purposeful - supports connection,

collaboration, community

15 Flexible, Varied, Brain Based Furniture
 Accommodating
 Need to meet the needs of all sizes
 Hard to imagine
 Best for learning
 Students can wiggle!
 Probably okay – need to try
 Behavior and comfort
 This pushes our classroom structure to think differently
 We have a son with Aspersers and ADHD – he needs to wiggle

and keep learning
 Keeps kids more engaged
 Without the proper “tools,” students are not able to learn
 Movable, flexible, can be collaborative when needed and

individual when needed
 Modalities – opens the door between classrooms, different way

of thinking. Stand-up desks – interesting
 We can’t sit long (we need to move)

16 New Technology Close by
 Moving with the times
 We have excellent resources
 21st Century runs on it – embrace it
 Cost
 Teacher facilitates where students drive instruction
 Sounds expensive
 Tools for our learning tool box
 Could low tech substitute?
 Able to change – options – to different activities
 Variety of learning avenues
 Essential as long as teachers are properly trained to use it as a

learning tool rather than instruction tool.
 Just like work environments
 A necessity in today’s world
 Support learning

17 21st Century Learning Spaces
 I agree with what we see, but safety is a huge concern
 Does environment influence learning for long period of time?
 Space needs to be adaptable as research shows learning

environment changes?
 #17 and 20 interrelated
 Interactive ability
 Flexible spaces help promote variety of learning and building of

relationships
 How do you ensure equal contribution, participation and

learning?
 Cost/safety
 Teaching cooperation vs collaboration
 Focuses on collaboration
 Noisy?
 Collaborative learning
 Round-tables vs all face instruction
 Bigger changes at secondary level
 Functional/flexibility
 Adapts to new technology
 Group/learning/Learning Symposium, Columbia
 Essential as long as teachers are properly trained to use it as a

learning tool rather than instruction tool
 Students learning together, stop using the word “classroom”
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 Easy fix and way to cover costs to make change
 More collaboration
 Spaces need to reflect how we learn/different ways to learn

18 Teacher Planning Centers
 Middle school – Team Room, team time
 Not a teacher yet
 All spaces focus on PBL
 Enhances collaboration
 Collaboration
 Ask teachers if it would work
 Need these spaces in our older schools/workrooms and

conference rooms
 Planning Center, classrooms
 Time more valuable than place
 Great for PLC – how do we do this now?
 ↑ collaboration 
 A lot of teachers use email – I like the idea
 When used and implemented with teacher feedback
 Teachers should have collaborative work areas with peers -

fosters communication
 More collaboration
 Teachers also need time to discuss, think, and research in their

classrooms
 Could be in flex space – teach on display

19 The End of the Library As We Know It Today
 Would take away the need for individual classroom libraries
 Learning Commons - you still need someone who is highly

skilled in tech and literature
 Our Library is a go to place but we have room to meet
 Safety
 All spaces focus on PBL
 Practical – not wasted space
 Learnings Commons
 Interesting idea/accessible
 Makes sense/how to achieve?
 Maybe for MS/HS
 Need Learning Center – I think we have some of this at

HS/MMS, need these

 Library → Media Center - don’t separate from student learning
area

 Interesting – love that it’s close, huge shift for us
 Like the “go-through” philosophy to community needs, connect

to classrooms
 You go in to a Library, you usually see people reading off of a

tablet
 Learning Commons area
 When used and implemented with teacher feedback, student

feedback
 Go-through place, not go-to place - resource available close by

learning
 Another paradigm shift – go-through, not go-to
 Love the Learning Commons, but still need art net space to

read and reflect
 Feels like losing traditions on some level. “Quiet time” has

limited value

20 Flexibility for Change
 9th yr transition – looping
 Opens up more options
 All spaces focus on PBL
 #17 and 20 interrelated
 Integration
 Learning
 Allows for growth/change
 Important for community to know 4/7
 Single grade with looping, multi-age or single grade alone
 We need change 
 We don’t know what education will look like in the future!
 MT example was great
 Technology changes – need to be able to change with it
 Yes! We must think openly about how

schools/classes/schedules are designed
 Prepare for unknown environments - partner with college and

tech school
 New thought for me
 We must constantly adapt to learners and dynamic culture

change
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21 Choice Schools/SLCs
 How do you manage enrollment?
 Coppell = IB elementary, think = got rid of Computer Lab and

turned into Common Spaces
 Curious to how this works with small districts
 Emphasis on career
 All spaces focus on PBL
 Students; gifts and multiple intelligences are at the forefront
 Not all children learn the same
 Is Brookings large enough?
 Is our community big enough for this? How could we apply it?

Can each elementary be good at something? A specialty?
 Don’t need cookie cutter schools across district
 But more important to recognize all kids don’t quite fit the norm
 I’m afraid we’re not big enough for this concept
 Learning themes
 Help find someone’s interest and how they learn
 Yes! We must think openly about how

schools/classes/schedules are designed, must be open
to/evolving concepts

 Not all elementary schools in BSD would have to be the same
 Create
 I like this idea, but it would be a huge paradigm shift for the

community, staff and me
 School needs to fit the child, flexibility for change better
 How do you know which format best for which kids?

22 Collaboration/Breakout/Commons
 More small group work
 Love that you can modify existing spaces, transformed 60’s

building
 Our middle school has a lot of curricular and interdisciplinary
 Freedom
 PBL – group communication
 Teachers need to be able to monitor ALL students, safety

concerns
 Build with potential to evolve for needs
 A cluster of the old effective one-room schools
 Which type is best for us?
 Student collaboration is important, but so is teacher

collaboration

 About time, and not/space, year, schedule
 Adaptive is important
 ↑’s engagement – teachers and students
 More tech is moving towards group needs to be able to change

area, media
 As long as teachers/administration are properly trained to

manage the unique spaces
 Empowered to rearrange furniture to how they need to work,

study, collaborate
 I like this idea, but it would be a huge paradigm shift for the

community, staff and me
 More conducive to learning
 Any noise control issues?
 Student – control of furniture placement – interesting!
 What about the kid that likes quiet spaces to learn?

23 Teacher Teaming/Collaboration
 More opportunities for student learning
 Could be better with collaboration area, teams at middle school
 Done this before – keeps me interested
 PBL – group communication
 Best practice
 Must be supported by agreement put $ towards what we value
 Looks like a good design
 Which types is best for us?
 About time, and not/space, year, schedule
 Collaboration = innovation
 Teachers change – important for teachers to communicate,

breaks up day
 Supporting teacher development and relationships improves

student success and teacher satisfaction
 Teaming is huge! Gone are the days when we teach in isolation

(2 heads better than 1)
 Teachers often receive little support and need to interact with

colleges
 How can we teach collaboration if teachers are working alone?
 Aurora, K-3

24 Integrated Applied Learning/Making Things/Design Thinking
 Came back to looping
 Integrating learning with community benefit/service
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 Need more info
 Connect to prior topics on learning by doing
 Community service learning
 Which type is best for us?
 Real-life application about time, and not/space, year, schedule
 Career clusters?
 Workforce ready/creative innovators with service-minded

citizens
 Using technology to help teach today jobs
 Service learning overlapped
 This is how we should be designing curriculum
 Work/partner with companies, SDEC, SDSU, service learning

and projects – applying technology
 Need more input
 Application to real problem
 Like Junior Achievement of years ago

25 End of the Classroom As We Know It Today
 For upper grades, what about lower grades?
 How to get teachers ready to work this way?
 Composite of ideas
 Which type is best for us?
 Need philosophical change in instruction – teacher collaboration

– state expectation – parent expectation
 Technology and what we teach are changing
 Maker Space, stand-up desks, Applied Science Labs
 Another paradigm shift
 Archaic and not conducive to purposeful, authentic learning
 Are there scheduling issues moving from room type to room

type?

26 Other
 PBL – Daggett – STEM – adaptive learning – Deeper learning –

all related
 Learning space – needs for quite varied, space to allow for

online learning, PBL, STEM, etc
 How do all these apply to tests and parents expecting high

scores?
 Scared to do - standardized tests

21ST CENTURY LEARNING MOST
IMPORTANT ISSUES
Workshop participants, working as Table Teams, were asked to reach
consensus on the three most important (effective) ideas for future
Brookings School District, and identify why they believed as they did.

Their thoughts were:

TABLE TEAM 1
Three Most Important
 Top

o #8 – Relevance and rigor
 Overacting concept that facilitates others

 MD
o #15 and 20 – Flexibility

 Flexibility very important for the rest
 Low

o #5 – Relationships
 Technology and family changes cause high

need

TABLE TEAM 2
Three Most Important
 17  21st Century Spaces (4/7)

o Flow
o Flexibility
o Collaboration

 Student
 Teacher

o Technology
 9  21St Century skills (4/7)

o Skills, portable, workforce-ready
 20  Flexibility for change

o 21st open minded
o Community needs to understand
o Business demands it daily
o Better schools = open to change
o Culture shift in Midwest mindset
o STAY AHAEAD OF THE GROWTH CURVE
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TABLE TEAM 3
Three Most Important
 20  Flexibility of change

o Adaptability
 11  Project-based

o Collaboration
o School time

 14  Small Learning Communities
o Includes all philosophical

 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12
o Good for students and teachers

TABLE TEAM 4
Three Most Important
 9/15/17 (Interconnected!) – Relevancy to the real world

o 21st Century – flexible furniture and 21st Century
learning communities
 “D” quadrant!

 20  Flexibility for change (5/2)
o Adapting with options for unknown

 23  Teacher teaming and collaboration
o Remove silos
o Teacher integration demos
o Possibility for students to see collaboration modeled

indirectly

TABLE TEAM 5
Three Most Important
 How? – 2 Multiple intelligences
 What? – 9 – 21st Century skills
 Where? – 17 – 21st Century learning spaces
 23 – Teaming/collaboration

TABLE TEAM 6
Three Most Important
 #12  Deeper learning

o Combines many concepts
 #21/17  Flexibility of learning/concept and building

o Gardner: multiple intelligences

TABLE TEAM 7
Three Most Important
 First selection

o 2 - Using learning strengths
o 8 – Real-world application (solving problems)/R + R

framework/demonstration of learning/accountability
o 24 – Taking what you learn and applying
o *9 – Innovation, 4C’s/real world
o 13 – Design thinking
o 17 - Building/facility future needs/#20
o *4 – Reflects community needs/resources
o 11 – Projects help teach 4C’s/#12
o 24 – Community and culture reflection
o 21 – Key to capture community ideas.  Do we need to

look at models of innovation?
 Hands-on/vocational

o #1
o 16 – Technology will always evolve, school and

community access
o *20 – Change will happen.  Are we ready?
o Adaptive spaces
o Building design, flexibility over 75-100 years for

changing needs

TABLE TEAM 8
Three Most Important
 1/13 – PBL – 23 – Teacher collaboration
 5  Rule of 150 – 23 Teacher collaboration
 17 21st Century learning spaces

o Rule of 150
o Design/make things to learn
o Teacher collaboration

 Words of importance
o Build relationships
o Understand strengths
o Flexibility for change
o Portable skills

SUMMARY
Most Important
Shown here in order of number of citations:
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 Flexibility for Change (cited by 7 of 7 Table Teams)
 21st Century Skills (cited by 4 of  7 Table Teams)
 21st Century Learning Spaces (4 of 7 Table Teams)
 Teacher Teaming/Collaboration (2 of 7)
 Project-Based Learning (2 of 7)

RANDY NELSON: LIVING + WORKING IN
THE COLLABORATIVE AGE
In his video, Randy Nelson, former Dean of Pixar University, outlined
some ideas his company has adopted as a part of its search for creating
a highly collaborative workplace.  The Visioning Team identified issues
that were relevant to the district schools. They included;
 Collaboration leads to good times
 Students have the solutions to problems
 Cooperation is distinctly different than collaboration
 Get an improvisation artist for district PD
 Person who is not an educator can add to conversation
 Mastery:

o Look for kids who have mastered anything
 No matter what it is

o This would be a sign of probable success in other
things

 Mastery leads to resiliency
 Depth is important
 Interesting not as important as interested

o Interested means ability to listen

WHAT DO WE NEED IN BROOKINGS
SCHOOL DISTRICT?  PART 1
Workshop participants were given this challenge:

WHAT DO WE NEED IN BROOKINGS SCHOOL
DISTRICT? Part 1
Your focus:   All PK-12
Consider these related questions:
 What do we need in Brookings School District?
 What do we need to be doing for our students?
 What do we need to be doing for our community?

Consider:
 Programs
 Services
 Schedules
 Equity
 Choices
 Mass customization
 College and career readiness
 Priorities

Table Team discussions.  Report out.

Continued deliberation in workshop Part 2, Day 2.

Their responses were as follows.  Their most provocative concepts are
marked with a “*”
TABLE TEAM 1
Needs
 Different schedules (not 40-50 minute class)
 More time (effectiveness)
 Individualization and personal interest –

highlighting/implementation
 Relationship-based skills knowledge allows students to not fall

into the cracks
 * Go year-round, or closer (more 2 week breaks, not farm

schedule)
 Publicly recognize academic performance
 Student responsibility of presence
 Teach to be good learners
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 *Most provocative

TABLE TEAM 2
Needs
 Full collaboration of district, SDSU, SDEC, leverage resources
 Parent and community involvement

o Education is more than 8-3:30
 Elementary school on Eastside towards Aurora – neighborhood

schools
 State legislature to give flexibility to district to decide curriculum

– local control
 Produce students that are workforce ready with skills
 Space

o Flexible
o Flow

 * Later start for HS – 9:30am – 4ish
 Mon – Thurs week – Friday AM teacher time

TABLE TEAM 3
Needs
 Cultivate a growth mindset
 Engage and value differences
 Life-ready
 *Permission to be innovative and different
 Retain students to enhance our community

TABLE TEAM 4
Needs
 Ability to meet the diverse needs of BSD learners
 Flexibility to accommodate the various approaches, interests,

needs of a student
o Modalities consideration
o Student – provides opportunities with space to move!

 De-emphasize transcript perfection – take risks!
 Foster the development, not a “grade”
 Communicate, educate, partner to build relationships with,

engage for change

TABLE TEAM 5
Needs
 Meet needs of all students

 Diverse population – ELL
 Infrastructure
 Relevance
 Less emphasis on testing
 Partnerships
 Resources
 Students/staff/community buy-in *

TABLE TEAM 6
Needs
 Space
 High-quality hires
 Retain staff/PD
 Infrastructure to address diversity
 Prepare for change
 Meet the needs of students for the future
 Equity – Elementary – class size MS/HS
 Student 1st focus
 Opportunities for collaboration – inner school/across schools
 Be able to provide educational experiences that meet all needs
 Global-ready students
 Meeting needs/have systems in place for families in poverty/low

income
 Invisible students – relationships

TABLE TEAM 7
Needs
Relevance for students
 Investing in high-quality and diverse teachers

o Professional development
 Teachers and administration

 Options for students
o Grading
o Schedules
o Experiences
o Student voice in this

 Emphasize all post-secondary options
o Technical
o Career readiness
o Time to explore passion!

 More opportunities to try/explore lifelong learning
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 Alignment buildings/careers/community
 Global world

REVIEW OF CURRENT PROGRAMS
The Visioning Team was given this challenge:

PROGRAM REVIEW
Identify your familiarity:   Elementary      Middle      High
All PK-12

Here is a starter list of topics, covering types of learners
and learning modalities currently at our schools. This
list is not complete.  Brainstorm with your table team to
add others that are worth exploring.

TOPICS: LEARNERS, MODALITIES, +
RELATIONSHIPS

1. Students with special needs: Special Education
2. Students with special needs: Gifted + Talented
3. Students who we think will ultimately drop out of

school
4. Students who will go directly to careers
5. Students who are bored/disengaged with school
6. Students who are musical learners in core

courses
7. Students who are bodily/kinesthetic learners in

core courses
8. Students who are visual learners in core courses
9. Social emotional learning in core courses
10. Critical thinking skills in core courses

11. Problem solving in core courses

12. Interdisciplinary learning in core courses
13. Applied learning in core courses
14. Teacher collaboration/synchronously teaming in

core courses
15. Others of your choice

Each table will pick two of these topics to review.  All
items are to be addressed.

ISSUES:
On your flipchart(s), record your table team’s answers
to the following questions:

1. Identify the number + the topic
2. Is this topic something we are serving right now

at our schools?
3. If so, how/where/in what way do we currently

serve the topic?
4. Is this topic important?  How much?
5. How well do we serve the topic?
6. Should we improve our

programs/service/organization focused on this
topic?  Yes or No?

7. If “Yes”, how do we do that?  If “No”, why not?
8. Identify facilities implications of your

improvement concepts

Responses were:
#1 STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS: SPECIAL EDUCATION
xxxNot selected.

#2 STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS: GIFTED + TALENTED
xxxNot selected.
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#3 STUDENTS WHO WE THINK WILL ULTIMATELY DROP OUT OF
SCHOOL
xxxNot selected.

#4 STUDENTS WHO WILL GO DIRECTLY TO CAREERS
xxxNot selected.
#5 STUDENTS WHO ARE BORED/ DISENGAGED WITH SCHOOL

Table Team 7
Program Review

1. Identify the number + the topic
o #5 Bored/Disengaged

2. Is this topic something we are serving right now at our
school?

o Currently being served?
 Not sure?
 Are these kids identified?  Partially

3. If so, how/where/in what way do we currently serve the
topic?

o District policy allows acceleration-gifted/partially
4. Is this topic important?  How much?

o Very important
5. How well do we serve the topic?

o Room for improvement
6. Should we improve our programs/service/organization

focused on this topic?  Yes or No?
o Yes, staff need PD

7. If “Yes”, how do we do that?  If “No”, why not?
o Flexible learning spaces

8. Identify facilities implications of your improvement
concepts

o Relationship with teacher is key

#6 STUDENTS WHO ARE MUSICAL LEARNERS IN CORE
COURSES
Table Team 1
Program Review

1. Identify the number + the topic
o #6 Students who are musical learners

2. Is this topic something we are serving right now at our
school?

o Service now?  NO – extremely LTD at best
3. If so, how/where/in what way do we currently serve the

topic?
o Sporadically teacher driven

4. Is this topic important?  How much?
o Very important

 Ties to core learning (research)
 Reinforces student interests
 Increases exposure
 Memory through musical reference
 Brings fun to classroom
 Bring emotional awareness
 Address diversity (with style)

5. How well do we serve the topic?
o N/A

6. Should we improve our programs/service/organization
focused on this topic?  Yes or No?

o Yes
7. If “Yes”, how do we do that?  If “No”, why not?

o Project-based – Orchestra concerts in Madison Square
Gardens

o Leveraging and integrating strong music programs
 Ask music experts and excelling students

o Pop-up performances
o Using music and sound for physics (school-wide)
o Music in all classes to a degree
o Promote composition

8. Identify facilities implications of your improvement
concepts

o Acoustics in gathering spaces
o Eliminate long/narrow hallways
o Furniture flexible
o Practice Room space (distributes in school?)

#7 STUDENTS WHO ARE BODILY/KINESTHETIC LEARNERS IN
CORE COURSES
xxxNot selected.

#8 STUDENTS WHO ARE VISUAL LEARNERS IN IN CORE
COURSES
xxxNot selected.
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#9 SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL LEARNING IN CORE COURSES
xxxNot selected.

#10 CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS IN CORE COURSES
Not selected.

#11 PROBLEM SOLVING IN CORE COURSES
xxxNot selected.

#12 INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING IN CORE COURSES
Table Team 5
Program Review

1. Identify the number + the topic
o #12  Interdisciplinary in core classes

2. Is this topic something we are serving right now at our
school?

o Starting this year at MMS/not sure about other schools
3. If so, how/where/in what way do we currently serve the

topic?
o Current MS teams are asked to complete IDU during

this year
 Some at Camelot

4. Is this topic important?  How much?
o Yes, collaboration between disciplines eliminates

teaching in isolation
5. How well do we serve the topic?

o TBD
6. Should we improve our programs/service/organization

focused on this topic?  Yes or No? +
7. If “Yes”, how do we do that?  If “No”, why not?

o N/A - will evaluate at the end of the year
8. Identify facilities implications of your improvement

concepts
o Open team areas

#13 APPLIED LEARNING IN CORE COURSES
Table Team 4
Program Review

1. Identify the number + the topic
o 13  Applied learning in core courses

2. Is this topic something we are serving right now at our
school?

o Not systematically
3. If so, how/where/in what way do we currently serve the

topic?
o Yes, in pockets, but not high stakes

4. Is this topic important?  How much?
o Yes, 8/10 to scale

5. How well do we serve the topic?
o Valued - however not top priority

 Time hinders
 Comfort zones
 Equity issues
 Fear of change

6. Should we improve our programs/service/organization
focused on this topic?  Yes or No?

o Yes!
7. If “Yes”, how do we do that?  If “No”, why not?

o Professional development, time and space, community
partnerships

8. Identify facilities implications of your improvement
concepts

o Space – “cells”, equipment, resources lost

#14 TEACHER COLLABORATION/SYNCHRONOUSLY TEAMING IN
XXIXCORE COURSES
Table Team 3
Program Review

1. Identify the number + the topic
o 14  Teacher collaboration

2. Is this topic something we are serving right now at our
school?

o No
3. If so, how/where/in what way do we currently serve the

topic?
o We have some time structured - not always used for

collaboration
4. Is this topic important?  How much?

o Yes, this is foundational for all change
5. How well do we serve the topic?

o It is not systemic
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6. Should we improve our programs/service/organization
focused on this topic?  Yes or No?

o Yes
7. If “Yes”, how do we do that?  If “No”, why not?

o Time, structure (process, implementation, reflection),
outcome – give it time to work!

8. Identify facilities implications of your improvement
concepts

o Space, release time

#15  OTHER: MASS CUSTOMIZED LEARNING: MCL
Table Team 2
Program Review

1. Identify the number + the topic
o #15  Mass customized learning “MCL”

2. Is this topic something we are serving right now at our
school?

o No, it is not being done the way it is supposed to be
done

3. If so, how/where/in what way do we currently serve the
topic?

o 5th grade → Wednesday “voice and choice”/Wednesday
workshops

4. Is this topic important?  How much?
o Yes, very important to build 21st Century skills

5. How well do we serve the topic?
o Not well served

6. Should we improve our programs/service/organization
focused on this topic?  Yes or No?

o Yes!!
7. If “Yes”, how do we do that?  If “No”, why not?

o Pathway development – student-focused
o Professional development – teacher focused
o Time to plan, implement, monitor for success
o Grades/day or days – which ones?
o Learning facilitator experts

 Assets/ experience
 Passion/subject/skill expertise
 Learner coaches

8. Identify facilities implications of your improvement
concepts

o Currently – space limitations
o Flow issues with current buildings
o Need structure yet no bells/time periods
o Classroom designs/student collaboration areas
o Teacher collaboration areas
o Go through Library/Learning Center
o Interior/exterior safety concerns

#15  OTHER: STUDENTS WITH MENTAL HEALTH NEEDS
Table Team 6
Program Review

1. Identify the number + the topic
o #15 Students with mental health needs

2. Is this topic something we are serving right now at our
school?

o Yes, not comprehensive
3. If so, how/where/in what way do we currently serve the

topic?
o Outside agency?
o School-based counselors
o Communication with other agencies
o SpEd for some
o Select good fits for classes/teachers
o Alternative program embeds
o Character programs
o Anti-bullying

4. Is this topic important? How much?
o Important – yes

5. How well do we serve the topic?
o Touch the surface

6. Should we improve our programs/service/organization
focused on this topic?  Yes or No?

o Improve?  Yes
7. If “Yes”, how do we do that?  If “No”, why not?

o How? Find resources proven examples
8. Identify facilities implications of your improvement

concepts
o Learning environment improve
o In-house social worker
o More counselors
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SCHOOL STRUCTURE 1: DISTRICT-WIDE
CONSIDERATIONS
The Visioning Team was given this challenge:

SCHOOL STRUCTURE 1
Grade groupings, school size, school choice
Identify your familiarity:   Elementary      Middle      High
All PK-12

Consider students and education, not existing
buildings.
Discuss these issues:
Groupings

1. Identify any natural developmental breaks/thresholds
in the PK-12 continuity

PK      K     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9    10    11    12

Grade levels:
1. What is the minimum number of grades that should

be in a school/building?
2. Is there a maximum number of grades in a school

building? Why?
3. Identify ideal grade groupings.
PK      K     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9    10    11    12

Equity:
1. Is equity across the district important?  Yes  or No
2. Identify inequities that currently exist in Brookings

School District (consider programs, staffing,
demographics, facilities etc)

3. What should we be sure is equitable at BSD?
4. Identify strategies to achieve equity

Choice:

As part of the district focus on Mass Customization, should
the District consider:

1. School choice when multiple buildings in the District
serve the same grade levels?

2. Choice, thematic schools when multiple buildings
serve the District?
 Such as an Integrated Arts Elementary School
 Such as a Sustainable Living Elementary

School
3. Choice of learning themes within schools when one

school serves the whole District?
 Such as a STEM wing of the Middle School
 An Innovation Center in the High School

Discuss in your small group Table Teams
Report out

Responses were:
TABLE TEAM 1
School Structure
Groupings
 1  Identify any natural developmental breaks/thresholds in

the PK-12 continuity
o PK K 1/2 3/4 5/6 7/8 9/10 11 12

Grade levels
 1  What is the minimum number of grades that should be in

a school/building?
o Min levels – 2

 2  Is there a maximum number of grades in a school
building?  Why?

o Max levels – 4 developmental span
 3  Identify ideal grade groupings.

o PK K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
/-------------------none------------------/

Equity
 1  Is equity across the district important?  Yes  or No

o Equity – YES!
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 2  Identify inequities that currently exist in Brookings
School District (consider programs, staffing,
demographics, facilities etc)

o Inequities
 Title 1 access
 Enrichment programs access (tag)
 Lack of staffing in encore specials

 3  What should we be sure is equitable at BSD?
o SHOULD BE EQUITIES

Choice
 1  School choice when multiple buildings in the District

serve the same grade levels?
o 1  Yes, should consider

 2  Choice, thematic schools when multiple buildings serve
the District?

o 2  Absolutely, if thematic
 3  Choice of learning themes within schools when one

school serves the whole District?
o 3  Yes

TABLE TEAM 2
School Structure
Groupings
 1  Identify any natural developmental breaks/thresholds in

the PK-12 continuity
o PK K 1 2/3 4 5/6 7 8/9 10 11 12

Grade levels
 1  What is the minimum number of grades that should be in

a school/building?
o Minimum # of grades/building 3

 2  Is there a maximum number of grades in a school
building?  Why?

o Maximum # of grades/building 4
 3  Identify ideal grade groupings.

o PK K 1 2 / 3 4 5 / 6 7 8 / 9 10 11 12
 4   Identify strategies to achieve equity

Equity
 1  Is equity across the district important?  Yes  or No

o Quality building equitable, opportunity for programs –
yes

o Test scores (not compared) – no

o Strategy – professional development teachers – ESL*,
culture awareness

 2  Identify inequities that currently exist in Brookings
School District (consider programs, staffing,
demographics, facilities etc)

 3  What should we be sure is equitable at BSD?
 4   Identify strategies to achieve equity

Choice
 1  School choice when multiple buildings in the District

serve the same grade levels?
o Balanced enrollment

 2  Choice, thematic schools when multiple buildings serve
the District?

o MCL
 Mass customized learning

 Remove weight-bearing walls
 3  Choice of learning themes within schools when one

school serves the whole District?
o Middle school strategies for more

TABLE TEAM 3
School Structure
Groupings
 1  Identify any natural developmental breaks/thresholds in

the PK-12 continuity
o PK K 1 2/3 4 5/6 7 8/9 10 11 12

Grade levels
 1  What is the minimum number of grades that should be in

a school/building?
o 1 – minimum

 2  Is there a maximum number of grades in a school
building?  Why?

o 2 – maximum
 3  Identify ideal grade groupings.

o PK K 1 2 3 4 5(learning communities)/6 7 8 9 10 11
12(learning communities)

 4   Identify strategies to achieve equity
Equity
 1  Is equity across the district important?  Yes  or No

o Yes
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 2  Identify inequities that currently exist in Brookings
School District (consider programs, staffing,
demographics, facilities etc)

o Title 1, gifted, planning time, facilities, staffing
 3  What should we be sure is equitable at BSD?

o Anything that directly impacts student learning
 4   Identify strategies to achieve equity

o Allowing innovation and involving all stake holders in
problem solving

Choice
 1  School choice when multiple buildings in the District

serve the same grade levels?
o Yes, if there are different offerings

 2  Choice, thematic schools when multiple buildings serve
the District?

o Yes
 3  Choice of learning themes within schools when one

school serves the whole District?
o Yes

TABLE TEAM 4
School Structure
Groupings
 1  Identify any natural developmental breaks/thresholds in

the PK-12 continuity
o PK/K 1 2/3 4 5 6/7 8 9/10 11 12

Grade levels
 1  What is the minimum number of grades that should be in

a school/building?
o Minimum 3

 2  Is there a maximum number of grades in a school
building?  Why?

o Maximum 8
 3  Identify ideal grade groupings.

o PK/K 1 2/3 4 5 6/7 8 9/10 11 12
Equity
 1  Is equity across the district important?  Yes  or No

o Yes
 2  Identify inequities that currently exist in Brookings

School District (consider programs, staffing,
demographics, facilities etc)

o No two alike
o Facility, demographics, # in class size, age of facility
o Access to programs, curriculum goals, demographics
o PLC (professional learning communities) address

demographics, vertical and horizontal alignment
 3  What should we be sure is equitable at BSD?
 4   Identify strategies to achieve equity

Choice
 1  School choice when multiple buildings in the District

serve the same grade levels?
o Yes, with challenges

 2  Choice, thematic schools when multiple buildings serve
the District?

o Partially – integrated together - not a stand alone
 3  Choice of learning themes within schools when one

school serves the whole District?
o Yes

 More options
 Accomplishes a goal to reach all learners in a

variety of opportunities within a system

TABLE TEAM 5
School Structure
Groupings
 1  Identify any natural developmental breaks/thresholds in

the PK-12 continuity
o PK K 1/2 3/4 5 6/7 8 9/10 11 12

Grade levels
 1  What is the minimum number of grades that should be in

a school/building?
o 2

 2  Is there a maximum number of grades in a school
building?  Why?

o 10
 3  Identify ideal grade groupings.

o Ideal country school format
o PK K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Equity
 1  Is equity across the district important?  Yes  or No

o Yes
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 2  Identify inequities that currently exist in Brookings
School District (consider programs, staffing,
demographics, facilities etc)

o Facilities, ELL, gifted/enrichment, Social Skills Room,
class size

 3  What should we be sure is equitable at BSD?
o Class offerings, facilities, HQ staff

 4   Identify strategies to achieve equity
Choice
 1  School choice when multiple buildings in the District

serve the same grade levels?
 2  Choice, thematic schools when multiple buildings serve

the District?
 3  Choice of learning themes within schools when one

school serves the whole District?

TABLE TEAM 6
School Structure
Groupings
 1  Identify any natural developmental breaks/thresholds in

the PK-12 continuity
o PK K/1 2/3 4 5 6/7 8 9 10/11 12

Grade levels
 1  What is the minimum number of grades that should be in

a school/building?
o Minimum # 1-2

 2  Is there a maximum number of grades in a school
building?  Why?

o Maximum # 4-6
 3  Identify ideal grade groupings.

o PK K 1 2 3 4 5/6 7 8 9 10 11 12
(No grades)

Equity
 1  Is equity across the district important?  Yes  or No

o Yes
 2  Identify inequities that currently exist in Brookings

School District (consider programs, staffing,
demographics, facilities etc)

o Class sizes
o #’s section
o Programs equal access

o Socio/economics
 3  What should we be sure is equitable at BSD?

o Be sure
 Student learning is equitable
 Access to programs

 4   Identify strategies to achieve equity
o Revisit boundaries
o Collaboration – across buildings
o Community partnerships
o $ to change Schedules, buildings, etc

Choice
 1  School choice when multiple buildings in the District

serve the same grade levels?
o What’s going on inside shouldn’t matter

 2 Choice, thematic schools when multiple buildings serve
the District?

o What’s going on inside shouldn’t matter
 3  Choice of learning themes within schools when one

school serves the whole District?
o What’s going on inside shouldn’t matter

TABLE TEAM 7
School Structure
Groupings
 1  Identify any natural developmental breaks/thresholds in

the PK-12 continuity
o PK K 1/2 ¾ 5 6 7/8 9/10 11 12

Grade levels
 1  What is the minimum number of grades that should be in

a school/building?
o Min # grades in building 3

 2  Is there a maximum number of grades in a school
building?  Why?

o Max # grades in building 4
 3  Identify ideal grade groupings.

o PK 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Equity
 1  Is equity across the district important?  Yes  or No

o Yes.  We need adaptability
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 2  Identify inequities that currently exist in Brookings
School District (consider programs, staffing,
demographics, facilities etc)

o Parent involvement
o Class size
o Socio/economics
o Building facilities
o Programmatic
o Fundraising

 3  What should we be sure is equitable at BSD?
o Programming/curriculum
o Building facility
o Class size
o Quality of teachers

 4   Identify strategies to achieve equity
o Communication/planning meeting among buildings
o Currently identifying facility plan
o Dr. Willert
o Building principals ensuring this across buildings/not

competing between buildings
o Consistent principal meetings/collaboration

Choice
 1  School choice when multiple buildings in the District

serve the same grade levels?
o Open choice would cause further issues with teachers,

socio-economics, boundary/diversity should be goal
 2  Choice, thematic schools when multiple buildings serve

the District?
o Integration of programmatic options throughout a

building
 3  Choice of learning themes within schools when one

school serves the whole District?
o Yes, to providing increased opportunities for students to

engage in innovation, STEAM, etc

LEARNING MODALITIES
This was the challenge:

LEARNING MODALITIES
Here is a list of learning modalities.  Which are most
appropriate for core learning?  Which ones should we be
using most at our future school?  Which ones the least?
Personal reflection:
 Personally rank them in order of appropriateness for

learning
 Focus on the 4 most and the 2 least appropriate

o Appropriateness implies extensive application
Group consensus discussion:
 Then debate with your Table Team members.

Persuade them if you can
Then vote with your dots:
 Vote your personal opinion.  No need to pay attention

to your table mates
 Green dots for the top 4.  Red for the bottom 2

4 2
Most    Least

A. Direct teaching _____  _____
B. Lecture (sustained direct teaching)

_____  _____
C. Worksheets _____  _____
D. Seminar instruction _____  _____
E. Teacher team/synchronous collaboration

_____  _____

F. Independent study _____  _____
G. Small group work/student collaboration

_____  _____
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H. Peer tutoring/teaching _____  _____
I. Internships _____  _____
J. Service learning _____  _____
K. Project-based learning _____  _____
L. Making things, prototyping _____  _____
M. Interdisciplinary learning _____  _____
N. Thematic/integrated learning _____  _____
O. Integrated arts learning _____  _____
P. Social/emotional learning _____  _____
Q. Student presentations _____  _____
R. Computer-based: adaptive learning, games

_____  _____
S. Blended learning/flipped classroom

_____  _____
T. Distance learning _____  _____
U. Technology with mobile devices

_____  _____
V. Technology with desktop devices

_____  _____
W. Other _____  _____

The responses were:

 A  Direct teaching
o Green 1
o Red 3

 B  Lecture (sustained direct teaching)
o Red 27 

 C  Worksheets
o Green 1
o Red 19 

 D   Seminar instruction
o Green 1
o Red 1

 E  Teacher team/synchronous collaboration
o Green 6

 F  Independent study

o Green 3
o Red 3

 G  Small Group work/student collaboration
o Green 17 

 H  Peer tutoring/teaching
o Green 8
o Red 1

 I  Internships
o Green 6

 J  Service learning
o Green 5

 K  Project-based learning
o Green 18 

 L  Making Things, prototyping
o Green 13 

 M  Interdisciplinary learning
o Green 15 

 N  Thematic/integrated learning
o Green 8

 O  Integrated arts learning
 P  Social/emotional learning

o Green 5
 Q  Student presentation

o Green 8
 R  Computer-based: adaptive learning, games

o Green 3
 S  Blended learning/flipped classroom

o Green 2
o Red 1

 T  Distance learning
o Green 1
o Red 4

 U  Technology with mobile devices
o Green 4
o Red 2

 V  Technology with desktop devices
o Red 2

 W  Other
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AGENDA
The second Visioning Workshop was held on 27th September 2016.
Notes of all activities follow:
 Day 1 Summary: Most Important
 Will Clayton Christenson be Right?  School in 2036
 School Transformation + Development Map
 Larry Rosenstock on High Tech High
 Places for Learning
 Future Furniture
 School Organization 2: Internal Considerations
 What Do We Need in Brookings School District?
 Key Words to Define the Future Brookings School Experience

DAY 1 SUMMARY: MOST IMPORTANT
There were a number on new participants on Day 2.  To integrate them
into the dynamics of the continuing conversation on future schools,
Table Teams reflected on what were the most important issues
addressed in the Day 1 workshop.  Here are their thoughts:

TABLE TEAM 1
Day 1 - Most Important
 Year-round
 21st century skills + spaces
 Forward thinking

TABLE TEAM 2
Day 1 – Most important
 Questions about grade groupings
 Learning levels

TABLE TEAM 3
Day 1 – Most Important
 Student-driven engagement
 MCL
 Innovation/technology but don’t forget the human component
 Adaptable+ flexible attitude
 “Smaller” learning communities

Day 2
Workshop Notes
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TABLE TEAM 4
Day 1 – Most Important
 Ideas of isolating teachers to their classroom 
 Building/layout
 Flexible classes

TABLE TEAM 5
Day 1 – Most Important
 Get out of our “boxes”
 21st century skills

o And spaces to support them

TABLE TEAM 6
Day 1 – Most Important
 Partnership of community, staff, administration

TABLE TEAM 7
Day 1 – Most Important
 Teacher collaboration
 PBL/other innovative practices
 Desire to be flexible/take risks/innovation
 Student-choice in learning

TABLE TEAM 8
Day 1 – Most Important
 Day/school organization

o School calendar
o Grade breakdown

 Future-ready district
o Skills
o Teaching
o Spaces

 Community collaboration
o Teachers, business, students, administration,

government ,non-profit

WILL CLAYTON CHRISTENSON BE RIGHT?
SCHOOL IN 2036
The Visioning Team participants had looked into the long-term future as
homework.  This was the challenge:

WILL CLAYTON CHRISTENSON BE RIGHT?  DEFINE
SCHOOL IN 2036

Answer as many of these questions as needed to create
your concept of future school:

1. What will students at our schools be doing in 20
years?

a. What is “a day in the life of a student?”
b. If they can learn content through the

internet, why come to school?
2. What will faculty/staff at our schools be doing in

20 years?
a. What is “a day in the life of a teacher?”
b. What is the teacher role?

3. Community?
a. How will the community be involved in the

schools?
b. How will our schools be involved in the

community?
4. Facilities:  What does this imply for facilities?

Visioning Team members shared their thoughts about school in 20
years in a whole group discussion.  Their future projections were:
 Can’t learn emotions on internet
 Cannot replace dynamics of group collaboration

o Our elementary kids are lacking those skills
 Coping skills

o Constructive criticisms
 Kids now on too many drugs

o We forget human touch
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 Contradiction between business and industry – may be online
conflicts, etc

 We are educating kids to the point where they can be effective
as adults

 *Student.  We use techy tools but I learn best with teacher

Individual responses included:
 What will students at our schools be doing in 20 years?

a. What is “a day in the life of a student?”
 For the high school student, it will be a

blend between project-based work and
classroom direction. Students will have a
choice in the way that they learn, and they
will be assigned to classrooms accordingly

 Technology will be heavily involved AND
hands-on skills necessary

 They will have more cross-learning,
integrating all subjects into project-based
learning

 Less of focused learning in one subject and
more opportunities for multi-subject
learning

 Traveling abroad requirement – creating
their own schedule (like college) working
alongside community + state leaders to
solve local, state, regional, and global
problems

 Many will be working remotely at their
chosen profession.  Many will change
professions more than once during their
work career

 Working collaboratively to do projects,
investigations, solving real-life problems
that can contribute to the community, and
foster citizenship

 Learning “outside” of the school walls in
addition to within the school walls

 Whatever year it is, they should be
engaged in the learning process.
Receiving and building on foundation

necessary in all academic areas, using
whatever tools get them to that end

 Students will attend schools – primary
children especially.  Upper grades may do
more online learning.  Each child will have
individual plans and computers or IPads to
complete work

 Students will have more technology.
Students work at their own pace.  Teacher
will be more of a mentor – and a guider of
instruction.  Use more school networks
(globally)

 The life learning of a student will be similar
to what we do now.  They will be involved
more with computers and hopefully will be
more willing to be in charge of their learning

 Still learning from many tools, avenue, and
models.  Strategies will be different + some
the same.  My education was many years
ago and not tech, like today.  I’m surviving.
It’s the resources to learn how to use new
tools

 More technology, less paper
 Students will no longer go to individually

labeled classes like math + English, but
knowledge will be taught as integrated
inquire-based learning

 We are currently preparing our students for
professions that don’t even exist.
Technology will continue to play an
important part in a child’s education, but I
firmly believe we still need to teach our
students communication and social skills.
We need to encourage our students and
help them with basic needs

 Depends on what grade level!
 One-to-one technology for all students;

flexible schedules; online assignments;
fewer assignments; more projects; learning
true-life skills-teamwork; independent
thinking, finances
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 I feel that technology will be a given and
that all students will have an IPad or a lap
top in their hands at all times.  More
assignments will require technology and
that all students will need to have courses
on typing and computer programs.
Students will also continue to be involved in
Encore Classes as well as activities
before/after school hours

 Online 100% available for school work –
paperless.  International options

 The same as it is now – from 8 to 3PM.
Hasn’t changed for half a century!

 Learning will continue to become more
differentiated.  Students will still need direct
instructions but will have more and more
opportunities to expand their learning to
meet their individual needs

 Focus on discussion and less of teacher
lead.  Hands-on learning through tinkering

 Team building
b. If they can learn content through the internet,

why come to school?
 Collaboration – students who take part in

an internet-only education are finding time
management and interaction the hardest
elements to overcome because they don’t
have to atone for their time and energies

 If self-paced instruction happens online, the
face-to-face element needs to happen in
real-time.  Class discussion, labs, and other
means of social interaction need to be a
part of the school day.

 Socialization, interpersonal skills,
collaboration, teamwork, accountability – all
need to be learned in person

 They will use technology to support their
work, not guide it

 Social learning and socialization are key
factors in human development –
opportunities for hands-on discovery

 Maybe they engage in brick and mortar
learning

o Community problem solving
o Use tools – resources
o Teamwork

 Content is NOT all there is to education.
Relationships with educators who can
facilitate their needs is key.  Collaboration
with other learners is also vitally important

 The internet has limitations.  It does not
foster the key ingredient in learning

 Some won’t and good point
 The computer is one tool.  Students need to

learn how to process this, unfortunately.
School offers group problem solving,
collaboration, research, listening skills,
cooperation, hands-on projects + the
opportunity to learn about responsibility.

o Note:  We do not want information
robots. We want critical thinkers,
collaborators, verbal
communicators

 To develop appropriate social skills
 There is a human element that is critical to

social development.  I don’t believe
students can learn everything online

 Teachers can adjust to student learning
styles.  Different techniques can be
available at school

 The need to be social, face-to-face, will
once more be important.  Collaboration
beyond the internet will be important

 Communicating is more than computers
and tech.  Tech is a resource, not the end
all, be all.  Kids need human interactions,
feel, touch, hearing, and the sounds in a
classroom.  If all is on computers, we lose
emotions and empathy

 Teachers still need to teach how to find this
content + how to use it
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 To learn collaborative learning and project
exploration skills

 Students cannot be expected to learn
through the internet alone.  Yes, some
courses are depending more on
technology, and students still need
instruction, discussion, reassurance, and
positive role models in their lives.  We
cannot expect students to develop higher
level thinking skills without the
encouragement of their teachers.  Not all
students have access to technology and
students do not need to be penalized
because of this.  In 20 years, there will still
be families that cannot afford internet
and/or devices.  Furthermore, schools
provide so many students with their basic
needs and help students grow socially and
emotionally, along with learning about their
physical growth.  Students are dealing with
more and more behavior and mental health
issues that need attention

 Several reasons!  A school environment
affords many other opportunities than just
learning content

 Face-to-face interactions with teachers and
peers; hands-on projects; group activities;
teacher guidance

 The internet does not teach social skills.
Encore Classes serve a high interest and
internet cannot teach or perform PF classes
in working together as a team.  Not all can
afford to have internet service in their
home.  For students with disabilities, the
proper and needed services would not be
available.  Students who struggle with
reading would also be at a disadvantage,
especially ELL students/families

 Sense of structure and unity,
project/problem solving collaboration.
Real-world career + life + world impact

 Social interaction
 Students still need direct instruction and

guidance from their teachers.  Learning
how to interact with others is an important
life skill that cannot be learned from home

 For the social element
 To get people interacting – build social

skills

 What will faculty/staff at our schools be doing in 20
years?

a. What is “a day in the life of a teacher?”
 The teacher will be more of a consultant

than a director in the classroom.
 Still in class facilitating but probably have to

be very tech savvy and need work
experience as well as teaching experience

 Teachers will be communicating even more
with teachers/individual
students/community

 Bridging gaps between subjects, tying
together hands-on applications with online-
based learning

 Serves as facilitator, feedback, part of
problem-solving teams – facilitator in class
and online learning

 They should be doing what they are doing
now – meeting the needs of their students
using a variety of strategies and materials

 Collaborating, researching together and
with students.  Focus will shift from the
“agogical” focus on adults and teaching to
pedagogical focus on learning

 Facilitating students and teaching other
students

 As today – leading, supervising, organizing,
and giving direction on discovering.
Solidifying the teacher/student +
student/student relationships.  Introducing
small group problem solving, research+
collaboration
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 Create learning plans on more of an
individual basis – based on students’ needs
and abilities

 Working in different sized groups
 Teacher will spend more time using

technology, assisting students, giving
workshops

 Teachers will definitely be facilitators
 Continually learning the new and improved

technology.  More use of all the senses and
intelligences as we learn more about brain
+ body

 Same as today
 Teachers will serve as facilitators + guides

for inquiry
 I fear that we’ll be dealing more and more

with mental health issues and the results of
students being glued to devices.  We’ll be
teaching social skills, along with
implementing more individualized education
that meets the needs of students as
individuals.  Project-based learning, like so
many other techniques, is yet another fad.
All learning modes have an impact when
learned in moderation.  Faculty will have to
be trained as counselors, mental health and
behavior experts, and as teachers

 Hard to imagine but depends on the grade
level

 Monitoring the progress of students as they
work independently and in groups;
providing guidance as needed, presenting
specific lessons

 I do feel like defining a role of a teacher
would be very hard to do, especially when
you compare a teacher role at an
elementary level vs that of a high school
teacher.  Elementary teachers really will
remain the foundation and teach the basics
of reading and math.  Not to mention,
continue to be nurses, counselors, and

mothers in collaboration with the “teacher”
role.  Teachers will need to continue to
teach using all the multiple intelligences,
but also be prepared to incorporate more
technology within the lessons

 Collaborating with other teachers to
integrate “x” course projects + curriculum
for real-world career and life impact.
Innovative technology

 Logging on, then logging in, and presenting
the content

 Teachers will continue to differentiate their
teaching to meet the diverse needs of their
students

 Passive role – keep discussions civil and
maintain control of classroom but let
students lead learning

 More group meetings
b. What is the teacher role?

 To be the connector/facilitator/accountable
agent

 Instructing + facilitating life lessons +
learning rather than just subjects

 Guidance, support, role model, mentor,
question poser

 Build relationships with students so to plan
and prepare for the best ways to meet
students’ needs

 To facilitate and support learning
 Facilitator, communicator, teacher, coach
 Helping students learn how to be smart

consumers + how to actually process all
this information found through computers.
Content management + teaching students
how to build relationships and work in
teams + share their ideas and creativity +
learn from one another to become critical
thinkers

 Teachers assess students’ learning through
student work and performance on tasks

 Facilitator
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 Will be more flexible, will set up the
students’ goals to meet the students’
interests

 I believe teachers will continue to provide
chances to critical think, problem solve, etc
but it will be more directed to future needs.
I believe some children will need more
concrete instruction.  Learning styles of
students will still need to be addressed

 Guide to give skills to find the resources
that will be used in the future.  Teach kids
to adapt to new situations.  Hands-on.  A
little of the basics never hurts.  Can they
hold, feel, and touch “items”?  Need to use
all the senses

 Same as today
 To guide and direct learning and

exploration
 Mentor, counselor, parent, encourager,

coach…we are the only positive adult
interaction some students experience in a
day.  We’ll need to provide a safe learning
environment

 Again, depends on the grade level
 I believe teachers will always be

responsible for some instruction, but they
will evolve to resemble something like
mentoring

 Schools will take field trips to local
businesses and also be able to use online
tools and resources to compare our own
community to that of other places and
parents will continue to be vital so that we
can work together to support the students
as best as possible

 Organize, structure, challenge,
reference/resource; social, counselor role
of career/workforce development.
Counselors focus on social, primarily.
*Nurture learning

 Organizer, facilitator, presenter

 Especially at the middle school and high
school level, the teacher will be more of a
facilitator, whether it is project-based
learning, etc

 More group meetings

 Community?
a. How will the community be involved in our

schools?
 Apprenticeships will rule so they will need

schools to find opportunities for students
 More collaboration, less silos inside schools
 Collaboration inside + outside the school -

sharing goals with schools on youth
outcomes

 Schools will be members of community
planning/problem solving teams

 Financially support schools, provide
opportunities for active learning for
students, and  advocates for public
education

 They can provide resources to facilitate
student learning and help students to
identify the real problems that need to be
addressed in the community

 The community will be more demanding of
schools and school personnel.  (ie,
microwave style – want everything and
want it now)

 Parent, no real change, family dynamics;
community attendance at
events/communication of events will
change/hopefully still involved

 Community will be involved through various
partnerships to mentor students learning in
order to make learning more real-life
relatable

 Less, I think
 Communities will become an outlet for

school by providing more research tools
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 They will be critically involved through
participation in more direct joint ventures

 Coming in to volunteer, speak,
demonstrate, and share.  Items like Skype,
but better

 More – visually within the classroom
 Business and industry will play a role in

project-based learning
 I would like to see community involvement,

such as business leaders and employees
coming into our schools to help students
understand the skills that are needed to be
successful in the workforce

 Hopefully the number of community
partnerships will grow + strengthen so that
education is geared to future opportunities
in the community

 I hope not much.  I believe it’s largely the
influence of the non-educators that has
shaped school into what it is today, which is
not all good

 The community needs to be a part of our
schools even more.  Allowing for college
students as well as high school students’
need to continue as it is great to experience
for all involved.  Parents, on the other hand,
should have to be required to come in and
partake in classroom events. It would show
students the importance of learning as well
as giving parents a better understanding of
what is expected of school today.
Community members could also come in to
share information about their jobs as well
as allow more field trips to the businesses
for first-hand experience

 Integrated with online learning, hands-on
learning + application

 PTA, taxes, athletics, activities
 I think that our community will be more

involved, especially at the high school level

 More interaction of business community as
prep for students’ future careers

 Telling us what to teach their kids
b. How will our schools be involved in the

community?
 Be more open to outside experts and

partnering to create impact
 Partnering with community resources to

bring in hands-on environmental learning
 All community issues will be addressed

through problem solving teams which
students will be part of.  Community +
government entities will host student +
teachers for on-the-job experiences

 Students may be involved in active learning
experiences in the community

 They will be the central focus.  The school
will be more than a place for students to
learn, but a space for community + adult
learning, development + problem solving

 More connected.  Help facilitate learning in
community for some

 When the students show interest, set up job
shadowing.  Also require every student to
experience volunteer service every year.
Schools will still offer concerts, plays,
athletic competition, art, etc

 Schools will be involved through
partnerships with businesses to give
students real-life experiences to apply what
they learn

 More, I hope
 Provide students career-awareness

activities, job shadowing/apprenticeships
 We will be looking closely for collaborative

opportunities
 Bringing in speakers, tutors, volunteers.

Kids going into community to extend their
skills + knowledge

 Same as today
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 School will continue to help build
community

 More on-the-job training to give students
life-long skills would be beneficial.  I would
like to see the public school system change
into one that is no longer a one-size-fits-all,
but rather one that can meet the names of
students as individuals.  Hopefully the
number of community partnerships will
grow + strengthen so that education is
geared to future opportunities in the
community

 Our older students need to spend more
time exploring options in the community so
they will be better prepared to make life
choices

 Schools will take field trips to local
businesses and also be able to use online
tools and resources to compare our
community to that of other places around
the world

 Open to communication + flexible to local
needs of workforce specialty needs (tech)
but keep the broad overview as mainstream

 Service projects, volunteerism
 I believe that our schools will be more

involved with the community – service
learning projects, etc

 Social environment, “tinkering for creativity”
 Help develop future business + political

candidates

Facilities:  What does this imply for facilities?
 Multi-use and lab spaces – areas for

collaboration and innovation – fewer desks
and set spaces, more conference-style
interaction spaces and lab type rooms.

 Look more like a tech school or college
does today

 Project-based design, technology focusing,
and security high

 Technology spaces that facilitate group
discussions

 Open 24/7, resource center,
community/school offices are together

 Facilities need to provide for flexibility –
small group, large group, presentations,
individual work, collaboration, research, etc

 The school is a laboratory, a community
commons, a place of learning +
experiments, exploration + investigation,
and a place where no one is labeled,
categorized, sorted, compared to the status
quo, or made to feel less than. Get rid of
hallways, desks, adult-centered material,
and create studios + laboratories that
extend into the community and bring the
community into the school

 Some traditional classrooms, space for
coaching, classrooms connected to the
outside world (community)

 Facilities will exist with designated areas for
arts + classes where teachers + students
will be engaged in the learning process.
Gyms for wellness and activities, etc.
Technology will play a big part in creating
opportunities + teachers will help students
through many styles of education take the
technology + process + learn + grow +
become smart, wise consumers + well
prepared for their future

 Technology will be key – students will need
work space that includes – fixed stations
with technology available – research tools
at their fingertips – video feeds available,
etc

 Must be able to adapt
 Many students will roam around the school

to work on their schoolwork.  Teachers will
give workshops

 Boxed-in rooms will not exist
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 We should never forget, we are working
with/guiding human beings, not computers

 Adaptable that can be used in many ways.
Can do different configurations

 More technology, more modern
 Facilities will need to have more open

spaces and be able to change as learning
opportunities change

 Well, we obviously need to make some
improvements to the facilities we have now,
especially adding on to the middle school.
With the growth we are experiencing, we
need to be ready to accommodate a large
number of students.  We need more
technology, more room, more counselors’
offices, more study spaces, more special
education rooms, more encore and music
classrooms, more locker rooms, and more
lockers.  We need more than what we have
right now.  We need innovation – rooms
that are designed to change and that
welcome community members into our
schools to teach students skills that are
needed in the workforce

 I believe we’ll still need facilities, but that
the “stuff” inside facilities will be flexible,
mobile

 Large group areas filled with a huge variety
of tools/toys/supplies where students can
generate ideas and experiment together;
many smaller visible quiet work areas for
small group or individualized learning;
Encore at the center for easier access and
more collaboration

 Facilities will need to maintain appearance
and space, but also above all, have proper
safety components in place.  Updates need
to be made on a regular basis and should
all be as equal as possible so as not to
compare brand new vs a 60 year old
building

 Brick + mortar becomes too ridged over
time.  Open, engaging areas, flex space,
comfortable settings, innovative
technologies

 Social/emotional and economical learning
 MLC

 Engaged students, faculty + staff with
community
social/economic/political/technology
project-based learning for current + future
problems in locally, regionally + global
perspective for impactful learning

 Connectivity, space, facility “flow”, safety
 Facilities will need to be designed to meet

the needs of our students and our ever-
changing society

 Flexible, adaptable, Tinkering/Maker
Spaces

 Staying ahead of changes and building for
future

SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION +
DEVELOPMENT MAP
Workshop participants used the School Transformation + Development
Map (ST+DM © 2016 Frank Locker Inc) to evaluate Brookings School
District’s current educational deliveries and facilities, and to project the
desired future for both.

The ST+DM expresses the evolutionary shift in education in great detail,
chronicling educational practices and facility design.  Schools today are
in different points of evolution, and many schools expect to be in
different points of evolution in the long term future.  The ST+DM
characterizes schools and facilities on a 1 through 5 basis, with 1 as the
most traditional category, and 5 as the most transformed.

Workshop participants worked in three-person Micro Teams to review
the multiple educational practices and facilities concepts in the School
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Transformation + Development Map.  Scoring was done in the following
categories:
 Educational Delivery Now
 Facilities Now
 Future Educational Delivery
 Future Facilities

The scores are shown on right:

Elementary School Focus
Micro Team Now Future Now Future

Isaac, Pam, Donna, Laura 1 2.19 4.25 2.20 5.00
Brad, Sean, Summer 2 2.19 4.64 1.95 4.45

Cami, Tim, Ian 3 3.12 4.32 2.85 4.50
Holly, Shile, Matthew, Staci 4 2.00 4.11 1.76 4.41

AVERAGE 2.38 4.33 2.19 4.59
difference = 1.96 difference = 2.40

Middle School Focus
Micro Team Team # Now Future Now Future

Erika, Mackenzie 5 3.34 5.00 2.94 4.67
Ron, Vickie, Laura 6 2.17 4.92 1.79 4.81

Matt, Mike, Bill 7 2.53 3.98 2.41 4.36
Tim, Randy, Israel 8 2.79 4.61 2.96 4.77

AVERAGE 2.71 4.63 2.53 4.65
difference = 1.92 difference = 2.13

High School  Focus
Micro Team Team # Now Future Now Future
Carrie, Gail 9 2.36 2.53 3.75

AVERAGE 2.36 0.00 2.53 3.75
difference = NA difference = 1.22

PK-12 Focus
Micro Team Now Future Now Future

Isaac, Jessica, Allison 10 2.02 4.96 1.77 4.97
Michelle, Brian, Mark 11 2.23 4.63 2.14 4.60

Thomas, Lindsey, Kirsten 12 1.83 4.58 2.31 4.87
Chase, Patrick, Michelle 13 2.14 4.14 1.75 4.75

Andy, Matt, Susan, Linda, Jill 14 3.11 4.43 - -
Paul, Erica, Mackenzie, Trish, Barb 15 2.14 4.67 2.07 4.79

Klint, Dan, Ellen, Emily 16 2.40 4.69 2.06 5.00
AVERAGE 2.27 4.59 1.73 4.14

difference = 2.32 difference = 2.41

Overall Average
Now Future Now Future

AVERAGE 2.41 4.25 2.09 4.36
difference = 1.84 difference = 2.37

SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION + DEVELOPMENT MAP

EDUCATION FACILITIES

EDUCATION FACILITIES

EDUCATION FACILITIES

EDUCATION FACILITIES

EDUCATION FACILITIES
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LARRY ROSENSTOCK ON HIGH TECH HIGH
Larry Rosenstock, Chief Executive Officer of High Tech High (HTH),
San Diego, shared concepts and images of this highly successful 21st

century school, one of the Deeper Learning Schools cited in the Deeper
Learning Research by the Hewlett Foundation.

Workshop participants were asked “What from this video applies to your
future elementary schools?”
Their responses were:
 Rigor: learning in company of passionate adult
 Love it!

o Kids create things worthwhile
 No work sheets
 Good teaching is reflected in sophistication of kids’ work
 Every time our country is in trouble, education is asked to load

kids up with math and science to the detriment of the arts.  They
don’t do that.  They teach math and science simultaneously with
the arts

 Education is least-changed industry
 Suspicion produces treachery

o Treat students like adults and they will act like adults
o At typical high schools, teachers look at students like

they are not capable
 Kids from all socioeconomic are mixed at HTH

o Kids are learning from each other

PLACES FOR LEARNING
The workshop participants analyzed places for learning and established
preferences for future schools.  Options were reviewed, ranked, and
evaluated by Table Teams.

Workshop participants were asked to:
 Rank the choices
 Identify the three most appropriate for their future schools
 Identify the one least appropriate
 Explain why

The physical places shown in the challenge were proxy for educational
deliveries.  While reviewing these physical places, participants were
actually projecting the future of learning, and how to best support it.

Each of the exemplars reviewed by the workshop participants supports
a range of learning modalities, and can best support different teaching
deliveries and student activities.  No single exemplar supports every
possible delivery and activity.

The contenders were:
A  Minges Brook Elementary School + Southampton High
xxxSchool
B  Grand Rapids Middle Schools
C  Ideal Math Classroom
D  Ipswich Middle School
E  Old Town Elementary School
F Waverly High School
G Cristo Rey High School
H Concord Elementary Schools
I New Tech High
J New Albany Grade 1-8 School
K Forest Avenue K-2 Center
L Wooranna Park Primary School
M  Australian Mathematics + Science School
N Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies

Images for these contenders are shown on the following pages:
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Table Team responses were:

TABLE TEAM 1
Elementary Focus
Three Most Appropriate
 J New Tech High

o Snack Bar (student)
o Moveable/flexible
o Project receptive

 H Cristo Rey High School
o Blend of styles (flexible for teaching)
o Flow without Hall
o Student interest

 K New Albany Grade 1-8 School
o Collaboration good
o Transparency
o Space variety
o Close Commons

Least Appropriate
 A Minges Brook Elementary School + Southampton High

School
o Confined
o No collaboration (student
o No re-think of educational approach

TABLE TEAM 2
Elementary Focus
Three Most Appropriate
 J New Albany Grade 1-8 School

o Usability
o Flexibility
o Visibility

 E Old Town Elementary School
o Amphitheatre
o Space for presenters
o Mixed grade levels

 I  New Tech High
o Outdoor spaces
o Natural light

Least Appropriate
 A Minges Brook Elementary School + Southampton High

School
o Wasted space/transition time
o No flexibility
o No visibility
o No collaboration
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TABLE TEAM 3
K-12 Focus
Three Most Appropriate
 E Old Town Elementary School

o Flexibility
o Free flow
o Visibility
o Team teaching supported
o Group learning
o Assembly areas encourage collaboration

 J New Albany Grade 1-8 School
o Flexible Common Area
o Visibility
o Fluid – open garage door
o Adaptability – move walls, furniture, etc

 I New Tech High
o Outdoor space + comprehensive learning
o Visibility – transparency ↑engagement
o Collaborative

Least Appropriate
 A Minges Brook Elementary School + Southampton High

School
o Isolated
o Box/hall
o No visibility
o Teacher silos

TABLE TEAM 4
Elementary Focus
Three Most Appropriate
 K Forest Avenue K-2 Center

o Open
o Windows
o Creates movement

 J New Albany Grade 1-8 School
o Flexible spaces
o Visibility
o Friendly

 E Old Town Elementary School
o Visibility

o Movement
o Study/conversation coves

Least Appropriate
 A Minges Brook Elementary School + Southampton High

School
+B Grand Rapids Middle Schools

o Box rooms
o No visibility

TABLE TEAM 5
Middle/high Focus
Three Most Appropriate
 K  New Albany Grade 1-8 School

o Mix of traditional and non-traditional
o Windows
o Natural light
o Corners

 D  Ipswich Middle School
o Collaboration and teaming
o Corners

 E  Old Town Elementary School
o Maximized corridor
o Corners
o Built in conference space

Least Appropriate
 A  Minges Brook Elementary School + Southampton High

School
o Cells and bells

TABLE TEAM 6
Middle School Focus
Three Most Appropriate
 E Old Town Elementary School

o Presentation area/studio commons
o Outside door
o 8 rooms – 6 classes flexibility
o Conference rooms
o Community Center

 K Forest Avenue K-2 Center
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o Presentation area
o Commons area
o Teacher Center
o Smaller team
o Windows from classrooms to commons

 J New Albany Grade 1-8 School
o Student-controlled spaces
o Large Commons surrounded by classrooms
o Garage doors (free flow)
o Moveable furniture

Least Appropriate
 A Minges Brook Elementary School + Southampton High

School
o Same old, same old

TABLE TEAM 7
Middle School Focus
Three Most Appropriate
 J New Albany Grades 1-8 School

o Fewer corridors
o Blend traditional/flexible
o Movement in sections

 F Waverly High School
o Modular/repeatable
o Integrated tech
o Open/central Library/SpEd central

 H Concord Elementary Schools
o Visible space
o Open/vibrant
o Blend traditional/flexible

Least Appropriate
 A Minges Brook Elementary School  + Southampton High

School
o No flexibility with use
o Visibility
o Teacher collaboration – no emphasis

TABLE TEAM 8
K-12 Focus
Three Most Appropriate
 E Old Town Elementary School

o Not defined # of classrooms)
o Space saving
o Optimize learning environment
o No corridors
o Community space
o Collaboration by design

 G Cristo Rey High School
o Outdoor spaces
o K-12 flexible

 F Waverly High School
o Industrial teach space

Least Appropriate
 A Minges Brook Elementary School + Southampton High

School
+B Grand Rapids Middle Schools
+D Ipswich Middle School

o Too traditional
o Restrictive to teaching
o Too confined

DISCUSSION
The Visioning Team identified several exemplars that were cited
multiple times:

Most Appropriate
 E Old Town Elementary School (cited by 6 of 8 Table Teams)
 J New Albany Grades 1-8 School (cited by 6 of 8 Table Teams)
 K Forest Avenue School (cited by 4 of 8 Table Teams)
 F Waverly High School (cited by 2 of 8 Table Teams)
 I New Tech High (cited by 2 of 8 Table Teams)

Least Appropriate
 A  Minges Brook Elementary School + Southampton High

School  (unanimous, cited by 8 of 8 Table Teams)
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FUTURE FURNITURE
A breakout group of the Visioning Team reviewed 34 slides showing
both 20th century and 2st century furniture selections for Classrooms,
Breakout Spaces, and Maker Spaces.  They scored each choice for its
appropriateness for future schools.  The scoring sheet looked like this:

FUTURE FURNITURE
Record your quick responses to the slide show in the three
columns below:

Appro- Not  Why?  Why
priate x Appro- xxxNot?

priate _

 2  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 3  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 4  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 5  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 6  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 7  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 8  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 9  Classrooms _____  _____ _________
 10  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 11  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 12  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 13  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 14  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 15  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 16  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 17  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 18  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 19  Classrooms _____  _____  _________
 20  Breakout Spaces _____  _____  _________
 21  Breakout Spaces _____  _____  _________
 22  Breakout Spaces _____  _____  _________
 23  Breakout Spaces _____  _____  _________

 24  Breakout Spaces _____  _____  _________
 25  Breakout Spaces _____  _____  _________
 26  Breakout Spaces _____  _____  _________
 27  Breakout Spaces _____  _____  _________
 28  Breakout Spaces _____  _____  _________
 29  Breakout Spaces _____  _____  _________
 30  Breakout Spaces _____  _____  _________
 31  Maker Space _____  _____  _________
 32  Maker Space _____  _____  _________
 33  Maker Space _____  _____  _________
 34  Maker Space _____  _____  _________

The responses are shown here, interspersed with some individual
comments:

Appro- Mostly Don’t Maybe   Not
priate Know             Appro-

 2  Classrooms _____  __1__  _____  __3__  __2__
o Depends on student
o Not conducive to/m

 3  Classrooms _____  _____  __1__  _____  __5__
 4 Classrooms _____  _____  __3__  _____  __3__
 5  Classrooms __2__  __3__  __1__  _____  _____

o Interactive
 6  Classrooms __2__  __2__  __1__  _____  __1__
 7  Classrooms __3__  __2__  _____  __1__  _____
 8  Classrooms __6__  _____  _____  _____ _____

o A lot of space which I like
 9  Classrooms __3__  __1__  _____  __2__  _____

o Movable furniture
 10  Classrooms __2__  __3__  __1__  _____  _____
 11  Classrooms __4__  __2__  _____  _____  _____
 12  Classrooms __1__  __3__  _____  __2__  _____
 13  Classrooms _____  __1__  __2__  __2__  __1__
 14  Classrooms __3__  _____  __3__  _____  _____
 15  Classrooms __3__  __2__  __1__  _____  _____
 16  Classrooms __2__  __2__  __2__  _____  _____
 17  Classrooms __1__  __3__  _____  _____ __2__
 18  Classrooms __4__  _____  __1__  __1__  _____
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 19  Classrooms __3__  __1__  __1__  __1__  _____
 20  Breakout Spaces __3__  __1__  __2__  _____  _____
 21  Breakout Spaces __5__  __1__  _____  _____  _____
 22  Breakout Spaces __4__  __2__  _____  _____  _____
 23  Breakout Spaces __5__  _____  __1__  _____  _____
 24  Breakout Spaces __3__  __2__  _____  __1__  _____
 25  Breakout Spaces __4__  __1__  __1__  _____  _____
 26  Breakout Spaces __3__  __2__  _____  _____  __1__
 27  Breakout Spaces __2__  __2__  __2__  _____  _____
 28  Breakout Spaces __3__  __1__  __1__  _____  _____
 29  Breakout Spaces __2__  __2__  _____  __2__  _____

o No furniture?
 30  Breakout Spaces __5__  __1__  _____  _____  _____
 31  Maker Space __2__  __1__  __3__  _____  _____
 32  Maker Space __2__  __3__  __1__  _____  _____
 33  Maker Space __5__  __1__  _____  _____  _____
 34  Maker Space __1__  __2__  __3__  _____ ____

SCHOOL ORGANIZATION 2: INTERNAL
CONSIDERATIONS
This was the challenge:

SHOOL ORGANIZATION 2: INTERNAL
CONSIDERATIONS
Table Team discussion and report out

PART 1:
RELATIONSHIP-BUILDING
Knowing Students Deeply
 1 Rank the following from 1 to 6, with 1 = most

effective way for teachers to deeply know students to
6 = hinders teachers from deeply knowing students:

o A Grouping students by birth date with new
teachers every year

o B Looping
o C Multi-age groupings
o D Departmental model
o E Small Learning Communities (SLCs), aka

houses, teams
o F Thematic SLCs
o G More grade levels in a school/building

 2 What are the challenges to doing your most
effective choice?

Teacher Collaboration
 A What can one teacher working alone do that two

(or more) teaming synchronously cannot do?
 B What can two (or more) teachers do together as a

synchronous team that one teacher cannot do?
 C What is the maximum number of teachers/staff

that can effectively/intuitively work together in a
collaborative grouping?

PART 2:
ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS
CREATE THE MOST APPROPRIATE CONCEPT FOR
THE FUTURE FROM AN EDUCATIONAL POINT OF VIEW
 1 Rank the following, from most appropriate(=1) to

least appropriate (=7)
 2 Analyze your most appropriate one:

o A Elaborate on the structure to give it more
definition
 Combine possibilities if desired

o B  Identify the Pros
o C  And the Cons
o D What would you do to mitigate the Cons?
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS
 A Grade level classroom groupings (SLCs)
 B Teachers looping
 C Multi-grade classroom groupings (SLCs)
 D Themed school(s) within the school (thematic

multi-grade interdisciplinary SLCs)
 E Teachers “teaming,” sharing students but

separately teaching curriculum specialties
 F Teachers synchronously teaming, sharing

students in real time
 G Other

SLC = Small Learning Community

Responses were:
Relationship Building
TABLE TEAM 1
Organization 2 – Part 1
Relationships
ES focus
Rank
 1  B
 2  E
 3  F
 4  G
 5  C
 6  D
 7  A

Challenges
 Student/teacher clash
 Teacher content knowledge
 Teacher willingness to change
 Transition at end of loop
 Length of looping
 Student/student clash
 Students moving on

Teacher collaboration

 1  Nothing
 2  See student strengths, reflection/feedback (teacher/teacher),

energy/reinforcement
 3  4-ish

TABLE TEAM 2
Organization 2 – Part 1
Relationships
ES focus
Rank
 1  B
 2  C
 3  F
 4  E
 5  A
 6  G
 7

Challenges
 Curriculum knowledge
 Personality conflicts

Teacher collaboration
 1  Time efficiency in decision making
 2  Collaboration, different perspectives
 3  4

TABLE TEAM 3
Organization 2 – Part 1
Relationships
ES focus
Rank

 1  B
 2  E
 3  F
 4  D/G
 5  D/G
 6  C
 7 A

Challenges
 Looping
 Willingness of teachers (buy-in)
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 Time to make self “mastery”
 Right fit teacher/student culture “match”

Teacher collaboration
 1  Be nimble, real-time flexibility
 2  Groups that have customized learning

o Content
o Delivery method
o 3-4

TABLE TEAM 4
Organization 2 – Part 1
Relationships
HS focus
Rank
 1  F
 2  E
 3  C
 4  D
 5  B
 6  A
 7  G

Challenges
 Are students forced to specialize their education?
 Are teachers’ strengths not honored?
 Learning styles?
 Will themes change year to year”
 How are themes determined?

o Length?
Teacher collaboration
 1  Own schedule, focus on your own strengths, takes less time
 2  Bounce ideas, use each other’s strengths to enhance

learning experience, reach more learners through teaching
styles

 3  Odd number, 3 or 5

TABLE TEAM 5
Organization 2 – Part 1
Relationships
MS focus
Rank
 1  B (tie with 2)

 2  E (tie with 1)
 3  F
 4  C
 5  F
 6  D
 7  A

Challenges
 Volume of content
 Buy-in and change management
 Good fit?  Longer relationships if not a good fit

Teacher collaboration
 Flexibility, fluidity, move independently – own decisions
 Share workload, balance personalities + skills, reflection,

synergy, leap to the next ah-ha idea
 3 or 5

TABLE TEAM 6
Organization 2 – Part 1
Relationships
MS focus
Rank
 1  B
 2  E
 3  F
 4  D
 5  G
 6  C
 7 A

Challenges
 Personality conflicts
 Depth of content knowledge
 Limited perspective
 Deeper knowing isn’t necessarily what’s best and effective for

kids
Teacher collaboration
 More control of content + scheduling, greater flexibility
 More choices + ideas, easier to individualize, collaboration
 Research says 6-8

TABLE TEAM 7
Organization 2 – Part 1
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Relationships
MS focus
Rank
 1  B
 2  E
 3  F
 4  D
 5  C
 6  A
 7  G

Challenges
 Curriculum/teacher knowledge, facilities, schedules
 Potential for issues with compatibility
 Stall changes/turnover
 Will miss out on personalizing curriculum
 To do:

o What is connection between relationships and learning?
Teacher collaboration
 Constant instruction, emotion and discipline
 Better support for students/more immediate response
 Can differentiate instruction
 Can specialize by topic, ex, math/science
 In classroom – 2
 In teams – 5

TABLE TEAM 8
Organization 2 – Part 1
Relationships – HS
Rank
 1  B (Loop)
 2  E (Houses - SLC)
 3  F (Themes)
 4  G (Grade levels)
 5  C (Multi-age)
 6  D (Department models)
 7  A (Plan)

Challenges
 Schedule
 Licensure, training, limits perspectives
 Limits building relationships with other training

Teacher collaboration

 Agility, quick ideas in making, potential for stronger relationships
 Multiple perspectives, support students/teachers, tag teaming,

coaching, feedback, consistency, alignment

Organization
TABLE TEAM 1
Organization 2 – Part 2
Focus – Elementary
Rank
 1  F
 2  D
 3  C
 4  B
 5  E
 6  A
 7  G
 F/D combination ideal

Analyze
Elaborate
 No walls (physical)

Pros
 Collaboration
 Cross-curricular
 Student-centered

Cons
 Change in thinking
 Requires energy/staff focus

Mitigate
 Clear plan
 Community buy-in

TABLE TEAM 2
Organization 2 – Part 2
Focus – ES
Rank
 1  F
 2  D
 3 C (multi)
 4  E
 5  B
 6  A
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 7
Analyze
Elaborate
 Groupings/teacher assignments based on student

abilities/preferences
 1,2,3 (F,C,D)

Pros
 Focus on learning styles
 More customized learning

Cons
 Lose peer teaching
 Logistics
 Staffing

TABLE TEAM 3
Organization 2 – Part 2
Focus – ES
Rank
 1  B/C
 2  B/C (multi-grade)
 3  E(teaming)
 4  E
 5  A
 6  D
 7  G

Analyze
Elaborate
 Combine teacher looping with multi-grade classroom groupings

(SCL) for the most effective learning environment
 The hybrid

Pros
 Know students + learning styles
 Mastery of skills/interests/subject
 Collaboration opportunities
 Limited/small groups for customized learning
 Engagement – personal interaction
 Support network

Cons
 Too comfortable risk in role/group
 Not willing to take risk/initiative

Mitigate

  + creative structure in time, space, groups + expectations

TABLE TEAM 4
Organization 2 – Part 2
Focus – HS
Rank
 1  G
 2  C
 3  F
 4  E
 5  A
 6  D
 7  B

Analyze
Elaborate
 Multi-teacher/multi-style
 Collaborative student/teacher learning
 Work towards a goal
 Multiple opportunities
 Team teaching

Pros
 Engaging
 Individualized
 Relationship-based
 Partnership

Cons
 Buy-in from everyone
 Pacing
 Structureless
 Potential time difficulties
 Applies to only motivated students

Mitigate
 Different teachers have different activities based on student

needs
 Be flexible
 Set class expectations

TABLE TEAM 5
Organization 2 – Part 2
Focus – MS
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Rank
 1  B
 2  C
 3  F
 4  E
 5  D
 6  A
 7  G

Analyze
Elaborate
 Team of teachers, with their own area
 SLC – same group of kids

o (like current MMS structure + student flow of current
Camelot)

Pros
 Specialized content
 Synergies
 Potential to team teach – interdisciplinary unit

Cons
 Content is siloed
 Differentiation – difficult to meet all students’ needs
 Differences visible – eg, specialized classes

Mitigate
 Easier to teach the standards

o Own it within your content area

TABLE TEAM 6
Organization 2 – Part 2
Focus- MS
Rank
 1  D
 2  B
 3  C
 4  F
 5  E
 6  A
 7  G

Analyze
Elaborate
 MCL, individualization
 Different ages/working and learning together

 Different abilities
Pros
 MCL, individualization

Cons
 Concern for social/emotional development across grades
 Teachers must be prepared to work with multiple age

groups/abilities
Mitigate
 Professional development

TABLE TEAM 7
Organization 2 – Part 2
Focus – MS
Rank
 1  C (3/3 top 3)
 2  F (2/3)
 3  B (3/3 top 3)
 4  E
 5  D
 6  A
 7  G

Analyze
Elaborate
 Same core 6-8
 Students stay in teams  6-8

Pros
 Builds relationship/student-parent
 Collaborate within teams
 Know what has been/predict what to do
 Accountability
 Ownership
 Social structures for students

Cons
 Three years with curriculum
 Inequality
 Length of time to commit/cycle
 If relationships go south, no fresh start
 Hard for new students to break into cliques

Mitigate
 Stress department cross-training
 Provide time for both core team + department teams
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 Common curriculum/more structure
 Option to adjust teams
 Process for new students entering

TABLE TEAM 8
Organization 2 – Part 2
Focus – HS
Rank
 1  D
 2  E/B/C
 3  B/E/C
 4  E/B/C
 5  F/A/G
 6  A/F/G
 7  G/F/A

Analyze
Elaborate
 Freshman need to be addressed/housed separately.  Then

break them into pathways/clusters (with flexibility)
Pros
 Providing Freshman targeted learning + growing
 Establish and build relationships
 Transition into high school (9th)
 Provides interest, relevance, passion (interests)
 Opportunities to try out different pathways

Cons
 Structure
 Teacher training/licensure
 Schedule
 Money
 Decrease creativity
 Culture change – community stereotypes

Mitigate
 Staff development
 Create 9th grade area
 Schedule flexibility
 Communicate with parent + community

o Early + often

WHAT DO WE NEED IN BROOKINGS
SCHOOL DISTRICT?
As continuation of the issue of District needs, Table Teams were asked
to rank the needs they had identified on Day 1.

Their responses were:
TABLE TEAM 1
Needs
 1 2.6/4.2/6.5/6.6/2.4  Flexibility – responsive to future
 2 6.8/7.1/2.5/5.1/3.3  Student-centered.  Mission Statement
 3 2.1/2.2/3.4/5.6/6.5  Consensus – buy-in for support

o (2.2 – parent, community)

TABLE TEAM 2
Needs
 1  7.4, 2.3

o Full collaboration (2.1)
o Emphasize all post-secondary options
o Full collaboration of district, SDSU, SDEL
o Show students multiple options for after high school

 2  4.2
o Accommodate various approaches, interests, needs of

students
o Leads to greater student success

 3  6.13
o Relationships with students
o Emotional support

TABLE TEAM 3
Needs
 1  3.3

o Life-ready – the goal
 Success + whatever path + social/emotional

 2  4.2
o Flexibility to accommodate approaches  + modalities +

interests + all needs + space accommodates future
needs/change

 3  3.4
o Permission to be innovative and different
o Takes risks.  It’s is OK!! 
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o Out-of-the-box
o Encouraged/celebrated

TABLE TEAM 4
Needs
 1  3.4  Permission to be different

o Innovative + flexible
o (4.2, 2.4)  Keeps us progressive + motivated

 2  4.1
o Ability to meet the diverse needs of BSD learners –

our growing community
o (6.6, 6.10, 6.12, 71, 7.2, 7.3, 7.5, 7.7)

 3  5.8
o Student/staff/community buy-in
o Communications (2.1)
o Change is hard

TABLE TEAM 5
Needs
 1  1.4, 6.13, 2.1 (2.2 parent)

o Relationships with students
o Collaboration with community
o Why?

 21st century skills
 2  2.6, 4.2, 6.1

o Space that is flexible, flows well, and is sufficient
o Why?

 Need to achieve #1
 Immediate need
 Teaming

 3  3.4, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 6.6, 6.10
o Innovative + different

 Permission for
 Encourage diverse approaches

o Why?
 Connect with diverse student populations +

needs

TABLE TEAM 6
Needs
 1

o 5.8 (4.4) 2.2, 2.1 (2.1) (2.2)
o Parent + full collaboration
o Why?

 One common goal
 2

o 6.4, 4.1, 5.2, 7.7, 5.1
 Today + tomorrow’s students

 3
o 7.1, 5.4
o What we teach needs to be meaningful + relevant

TABLE TEAM 7
Needs
 1  4.2  Student choice in learning

o Why?
 Shows instruction, relationship + space needs

 2  2.5, 6.11, 7.4  Post-secondary Prep
o Prepare students for real life!
o Allow exploration experience

 3  1.1, 1.5, 2.7, 2.8, 7.3  Access via scheduling
o Developmental needs – HS
o 4 days a week?
o Year-round
o Staggered starts
o Block scheduling

 Be able to make schedule fit student needs

TABLE TEAM 8
Needs
 7.2  (6.2, 6.3) Investing in high quality + diverse teachers

o Professional development
o Why?  Nothing else matters if there are not great

teachers who have access to timely + relevant PD
 4. 2 (6/8) Facilities space + learning flexibility

o Why?  B – best supports students, teaching styles,
future-ready

 1.5  Year-round school
o Why?

 Addresses student regression
 Better for student achievement
 Better for teacher planning
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Educational Visioning District-Wide Planning Brookings, SD 27
Frank Locker Educational Planning September 2016

The Table Team ranking of District Needs is shown here and on the
next page:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 OV'ALL
RANK

4.2 Flexibility to accommodate the various approaches, interests, needs of a student 4.2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1 Full collaboration of district, SDSU, SDEC, leverage resources 2.1 1 1 1 1 2
3.4 *Permission to be innovative and different 3.4 1 1 1 1 2
2.2 Parent and community involvement - Education is more than 8-3:30 2.2 1 1 1 4
4.1 Ability to meet the diverse needs of BSD learners 4.1 1 1 1 4
5.1 Meet needs of all students 5.1 1 1 1 4
6.6 Meet the needs of students for the future 6.6 1 1 1 4
7.1 Relevance for students 7.1 1 1 1 4
1.5 * Go year-round, or closer (more 2 week breaks, not farm schedule) 1.5 1 1 9
2.4 State legislature to give flexibility to district to decide curriculum – local control 2.4 1 1 9
2.5 Produce students that are workforce ready with skills 2.5 1 1 9
2.6 Space - Flexible - Flow 2.6 1 1 9
3.3 Life-ready 3.3 1 1 9
5.8 *Students/staff/community buy in 5.8 1 1 9
6.10 Be able to provide education, esp that meets all needs 6.10 1 1 9
6.13 Invisible students – relationships 6.13 1 1 9
7.2 Investing in high quality and diverse teachers - Professional development - Teachers and
administration 7.2 1 1 9

7.3 Options for students - Grading - Schedules - Experiences - Student voice in this 7.3 1 1 9
7.4 *Emphasize all post-secondary options - Technical - Career readiness - Time to
explore passion! 7.4 1 1 9

7.7 Global world 7.7 1 1 9

PRIORITIES RANKING

ISSUE
Table Team

#
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 OV'ALL
RANK

1.1 Different schedules (not 40-50 min class) 1.1 1 21
1.4 Relation-based skills knowledge allows students to not fall to cracks 1.4 1 21
2.3 Elementary school on Eastside towards Aurora – neighborhood schools 2.3 1 21
2.7 * Later start for HS – 9:30am – 4ish 2.7 1 21
2.8 Mon – Thurs week – Friday AM teacher time 2.8 1 21
4.4 Communicate, educate, partner to build relationships, engage for change 4.4 1 21
5.2 Diverse population – ELL 5.2 1 21
5.4 Relevance 5.4 1 21
5.5 Less emphasis on testing 5.5 1 21
5.6 Partnerships 5.6 1 21
6.1 Space 6.1 1 21
6.2 High quality hires 6.2 1 21
6.3 Retain staff/PD 6.3 1 21
6.4 *Infrastructure to address diversity 6.4 1 21
6.5 Prepare for change 6.5 1 21
6.8 Student 1st focus 6.8 1 21
6.11 Global-ready students 6.11 1 21
6.12Meeting needs/have systems in place for families in poverty/low income 6.12 1 21
7.5 More opportunities to try/explore lifelong learning 7.5 1 21
1.2 More time (effectiveness) 1.2 0
1.3 Individualization and personal interest – high lighting/implementation 1.3 0
3.1 Cultivate a growth mindset 3.1 0
3.2 Engage and value differences 3.2 0
4.3 *De-emphasize transcript perfection – take risks! - Foster the development not a
“grade” 4.3 0

5.3 Infrastructure 5.3 0
5.7 Resources 5.7 0
6.7 Equity – Elem – class size MS/HS 6.7 0
6.9 Opportunities for collaboration – inner school/across schools 6.9 0
7.6 Alignment buildings/careers/community 7.6 0

PRIORITIES RANKING

ISSUE
Table Team

#
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KEY WORDS TO DEFINE THE FUTURE
BROOKINGS SCHOOL EXPERIENCE
As closure to the two days of workshops, participants were asked to
identify one word or a two-word phrase that best represented their
individual thoughts about the Educational Deliveries and Facilities at the
future schools.  These words could be the basis of the “elevator speech”
describing them.

Their key words are:

EDUCATION
 Innovative (cited 5 times)
 Flexible (cited 3 times)
 Collaborative (cited 2 times)
 Team Work (cited 2 times)

 21st century
 Advanced
 Comfortable
 Cooperation
 Dare to be different
 Engaged transformation
 Everyone can learn – not on the same day or in same way
 Future-focused
 Growth mindset
 Humane
 Innovative collaboration
 Innovative for the future
 Innovative thinking
 Less computer work
 Make things
 Meeting all learning styles
 Meeting every learners needs every day
 Mega minds
 Open-minded
 Problem solvers
 Progressive
 Pursuing passions
 Relationships
 Seamless

 Student – 1st focus
 Student-oriented
 Teaming
 Transformed

FACILITIES
 Flexible (cited 9 times)
 Innovative (cited 4 times)
 Adaptable(cited 2 times)
 Flexible space (cited 2times)

 21st century
 21st century furniture
 Accessible to all
 Educational space
 Elbow room
 Engaging
 Flexible – various appropriate needs + interests
 Future flexible
 Good seating/furniture
 Honor flexibility
 Maker Spaces
 Modern
 New
 New build
 Non-conforming
 Non-traditional
 Open
 Spaces conducive to meeting learners’ needs
 Useable
 Utilized space
 Visible
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21st Century Schools21st Century Schools

Frank Locker PhD
fl@franklocker.com
© 2016 Frank Locker Inc

A Short History of American Public Schools
100 YEARS AGO

50 YEARS AGO TODAY

75 YEARS AGO

A Short Future of American Public Schools
TODAY

TODAY TODAY

TODAY

21st Century Learning
20th CENTURY
TEACHER CENTERED

21st CENTURY
STUDENT CENTERED

•Focus on teaching efficiency
•Producing workers for an
industrial age
•Content knowledge
•“Broadcast” teaching
•Students work alone

•Content is abstracted
•Teacher is holder of knowledge
•Teacher works alone
•Subjects taught separately

•Mostly direct instruction + papers

•Focus on learning effectiveness
•Producing citizens for a post-
industrial age
•Relationships + skills
•Personalized learning
•Collaborative learning

•Content is relevant
•Teacher is a guide
•Teacher collaboration + teams
•Integrated/interdisciplinary
learning
•Problem-based/project-based
learning

Measures of Success?
HOW DO WE KNOW WE ARE DOING THE RIGHT THING?

• Standardized testing

• Course failure rates
• Attendance rates
• Graduation rates
• Student behavior
• Parent involvement
• College/post-secondary

admission
• College/post-secondary

graduation
• Others?

Measures of Success?
HOW DO WE KNOW WE ARE DOING THE RIGHT THING?

What do students want to talk about
at the dinner table every night?
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Informing 21st Century Learning
Daniel Pink
A Whole New Mind

ThomasFriedman
World isFlat

HowardGardner
Frames ofMind

DanielGoleman
EmotionalIntelligence

Wired Magazine

MatthewCrawford
Shop Class asSoulcraft

Thomas Friedman
Hot, Flat + Crowded

Tony Wagner
Global AchievementGap

ClaytonChristianson
DisruptingClass

Rigor + RelevanceHandbook

Trilling +Fadel
21st CenturySkills

Informing 21st Century Learning
LEARNING PYRAMID

Rate of
retention of

different
modes of
learning

Learning Research

ACTIVE LEARNING
+ RESPONSIBILITY

CREATES MORE
RETENTION THAN

PASSIVE
LEARNING

ACTIVE LEARNING
+ RESPONSIBILITY

CREATES MORE
RETENTION THAN

PASSIVE
LEARNING

NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science

1

• There are eight or more intelligences
• People are strong in some, not in others
• Every student’s education should engage natural

strengths, so they can develop others

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES

Darleen Fabio Graduate Student, Educational Technology,SDSU

Howard
Gardner

Learning Research 2

• There are eight or more intelligences
• People are strong in some, not in others
• Every student’s education should engage natural

strengths, so they can develop others

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES

Darleen Fabio Graduate Student, Educational Technology,SDSU

Howard
Gardner

Learning Research 2

• There are eight or more intelligences
• People are strong in some, not in others
• Every student’s education should engage natural

strengths, so they can develop others

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES

Darleen Fabio Graduate Student, Educational Technology,SDSU

Howard
Gardner

Learning Research 2
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INTEGRATED ARTS

Frank Locker Educational Planning

“Give me a classroom
big enough to dance
in.”

3

Core learning goes up when arts are integrated
in core classrooms, especially for English
language learners

Learning Research
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES/SUSTAINABLE LIVING

4Learning Research
Environmental sciences schools have higher levels
of parental contact than typical schools…

…And great math scores

Barnes Sustainable Living ES, Burlington, VT
Frank Locker Educational Planning

Theodore Judah ES, Sacramento, CA
when they are doing project- and problem-

. The study, conducted by the

students experiencing environment-based Applied
There were 11

STEM + STEAM: ENGINEERING CLASSROOM

4Learning Research

High Tech Elementary, San Remos, CA

MAGIC OF 150

Dunbar’s Number

The theoretical cognitive limit to the number of
people with whom one can maintain stable social
relationships.  These are relationships in which an
individual knows who each person is, and how each
person relates to every other person.

150 is really  100 to 225

RELATIONSHIPS

GOOGLE THE
“MAGIC OF 150”
GOOGLE THE

“MAGIC OF 150”

Learning Research 5

DISRUPTING CLASS
Clayton Christensen
•By 2014, 25% of  HS courses will be on line
•By 2019, 50% of  HS courses will be on line

Defining 21st Century Learning
COMPUTER LEARNING

6 Defining 21st Century Learning
ADAPTIVE LEARNING
The Knewton Adaptive Learning Platform consolidates data science,
statistics, psychometrics, content graphing, machine learning, tagging,
and infrastructure in one place in order to enable personalization at
massive scale.

The Knewton platform can also provide concept-level analytics for
students and teachers, pinpoint student proficiency measurement, content

efficacy measurement, student engagement optimization, and
more.

6
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Defining 21st Century Learning
BLENDED LEARNING; FLIP THE CLASSROOM

6 Defining 21st Century Learning
BLENDED LEARNING; FLIP THE CLASSROOM

6
BLOOMS TAXONOMY

Learning Research 7

A B

C D

Acquisition Application

Assimilation Adaptation

1 2 3 4 5

1

2

3

4

5

6EVALUATION

SYNTHESIS

ANALYSIS

APPLICATION

COMPREHENSION

AWARENESS

KNOWLEDGE
IN ONE

DISCIPLINE
APPLY
IN ONE

DISCIPLINE

APPLY
ACROSS

DISCIPLINES
APPLY TO

REAL-WORLD
PREDICABLE
SITUATIONS

UNPREDICABLE

APPLY TO
REAL-WORLD

SITUATIONS

Source:  International Center for Leadership in Education WWW.LeaderEd.com

RIGOR + RELEVANCE

B
LO

O
M

’S
 T

AX
O

N
O

M
Y

ST
AT

ES
 O

F 
K

N
O

W
LE

D
G

E

APPLICATION

Learning Research 8

• Put words together in
sentence format

• Memorize
multiplication tables

• Demonstrate phases
of  the moon

• Memorize names,
locations, and capital
cities of  U.S. states

Elementary
School

International Center for Leadership in Education   WWW.LeaderEd.com

A
Acquisition

D
Adaptation

• Publish a brochure
• Collect data on an event and

compare it to expected results,
such as the number of  faulty
parts manufactured

• Design a candy dispenser that
works without gravity

• Research a location in the U.S.
and explain why it is a good
place to live

RIGOR + RELEVANCE
Learning Research 8

• Write an essay on an
historical topic

• Solve and graph
linear equations

• Memorize elements
in Periodic Table

• Research key aspects
of  the state
constitution

High
School

Source:  International Center for Leadership in Education WWW.LeaderEd.com

A
Acquisition

D
Adaptation

• Develop guidelines for
publishing content on Internet
pages

• Create formulas to predict
changes in stock market values

• Design and construct a robot

• Analyze a school/community
problem, suggest a solution,
and prepare a plan to solve it.

RIGOR + RELEVANCE
Learning Research 8
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PARTNERSHIP FOR 21ST CENTURY SKILLS

Partnership for 21st Century Skills

Learning Research 9 Partnership for 21st Century Skills

• Creativity + innovation
• Critical thinking +

problem solving
• Communication
• Collaboration

THE FOUR ‘Cs”

Partnership for 21st Century Skills

9 RESEARCH

Craig Jerald: Defining a 21st Century Education

10

RESEARCH

Craig Jerald: Defining a 21st Century Education

10 RESEARCH

Craig Jerald: Defining a 21st Century Education

10 RESEARCH

Craig Jerald: Defining a 21st Century Education

10
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PROJECT BASED LEARNING

A REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON PROJECT-BASED LEARNING John W. Thomas, Ph. D, 2000

11Learning Research

There is ample evidence that PBL is an effective
method for teaching students complex processes
and procedures such as planning, communicating,
problem solving, and decision making.

There is some evidence that PBL, in comparison to
other instructional methods, has value for enhancing
the quality of students' learning in subject matter
areas, leading to the tentative claim that learning
higher-level cognitive skills via PBL is associated
with increased capability on the part of students for
applying that learning in novel, problem solving
contexts.

Africa DiscoveryMANCHESTER, MA, MEMORIAL  SCHOOL

Massachusetts Dept Education 21st Century Skills Task Force

11
ARLINGTON, MA, HIGH SCHOOL

11Café Parisien

Café ParisienARLINGTON, MA, HIGH SCHOOL
PROJECT

REQUIREMENTS
• Business plan
• Real estate analysis

(in Paris)
• Café name
• Café space design
• Café menu design
• Nutrition analysis
• Set prices for menu

(Euros)
• Correlation of

location-market
demographics-menu-
space design

• Speak French

• Outside experts
• Talk to students in

France
• Location mapping
• Business plan

spreadsheets
• Menu graphics
• Model of design
• Presentation to “jury”

Arlington HS 11th Grade French Class

11 Café ParisienARLINGTON, MA, HIGH SCHOOL

Arlington HS 11th Grade French Class

11 21st Century Learning: Deeper Learning

•Mastery of rigorous academic content
•Development of critical thinking and problem-
solving skills
•The ability to work collaboratively
•Effective oral and written communication
•Learning how to learn
•Developing and maintaining an academic mindset

Special emphasis on the ability to apply knowledge to real-world
circumstances and to solve novel problems

12
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Making Things to Learn
Design Thinking

Project Zero
Harvard
Graduate
School of
Education

Harvard
Graduate
School of

Design

Ideo

THE MOVIE

13

TEACHER
OFFICE

Making Things to Learn
Design Thinking

BRIGHTWORKS SCHOOL, SAN FRANCISCO, CA
13

BRIGHTWORKS SCHOOL, SAN FRANCISCO, CA
Making Things to Learn
Design Thinking 13

TEACHER
OFFICE

ATHENIAN SCHOOL, DANVILLE, CA
Making Things to Learn
Design Thinking 13

TEACHER
OFFICE

ATHENIAN SCHOOL, DANVILLE, CA
Making Things to Learn
Design Thinking 13

Frank Locker Educational Planning/Mithun-Solomon Architects

NU VU STUDIO, CAMBRIDGE, MA
Making Things to Learn
Design Thinking 13
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NU VU STUDIO, CAMBRIDGE, MA
Making Things to Learn
Design Thinking 13

• What is and where is a classroom?

21st Century SchoolsNEW CLASSROOM CONCEPTS
20th Century Schools

C C C

C C C

20th Century Schools

C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C

C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C

DISJOINTED CURRICULUM
DELIVERED BY INDIVIDUAL
TEACHERS IN ISOLATED
SETTINGS

21st Century Schools

C C

C
C

BB

B
B

D A

E

E

F

INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
DELIVERED BY
COLLABORATIVE TEACHERS IN
A RELATIONSHIP-BASED
SETTING

13 21st Century Schools

C C

C
C

BB

B
B

D A

E

E

F

C C

C
C

BB

B
B

D A

E

E

F

C C

C
C

BB

B
B

D A

E

E

F

INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
DELIVERED BY
COLLABORATIVE TEACHERS IN
RELATIONSHIP-BASED
SETTINGS

13
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F

C C

C
C

BB

B
B

D A

E

E

F

C C

C
C

BB

B
B

D A

E

E

F

C
C

C
B

B
B

D

A

E

21st Century Schools

INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
DELIVERED BY
COLLABORATIVE TEACHERS IN
RELATIONSHIP-BASED
SETTINGS

INTERNSHIPS +
SERVICE LEARNING
IN THE COMMUNITY

PLACE-BASED
LEARNING

14 20th + 21st Century Furniture 15

VS Furniture

COLLABORATION21st Century Furniture 15

VS Furniture

21st Century FurnitureAGILE, FLEXIBLE
15

Safco AlphaBetter

21st Century FurnitureSTAND UP DESKS
15

RMeducation

21st Century Learning Spaces
RM REAL CENTRE  UK, USA, AUSTRALIA

16
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Greg Stack NER Architects

5th GRADE EXPLORATION STUDIO

SLATE MAGAZINE CLASSROOM OF THE FUTURE
21st Century Learning Spaces 17

Kilworth Edunova

DARTMOUTH, UK
“IDEAL” MATH CLASSROOM

1721st Century Learning Spaces 21st Century Learning Spaces
STUDIOS NOT CLASSROOMS

17

21st Century Learning Spaces
MAKE LEARNING VISIBLE

High Tech High, David Stephen, Designer

17 21st Century Learning Spaces
MAKE LEARNING VISIBLE

High Tech Elementary

17 Cedar Springs MS

Frank Locker  DeJONG Educational Planners    BetaDesign Architects

LIBRARY

CEDAR SPRINGS, MI
18
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Grade 1-8 School

Moody Nolan Architects

LIBRARY

NEW ALBANY, OH
18 End of the Library as We Know it Today

VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA DEPT EDUCATION
19 End of the Library as We Know it Today

CONCORD, NH ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

HMFH Architects

19

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners   Litman Architects

West Muskingum Elementary School

TEACHER
CENTER

STAGE

COMMONS

19

Frank Locker Educational Planner/Fanning/Howey Associates Architects

ZANESVILLE, OH
Flexible Platform for Change
GLACIER HS, KALISPELL, MT

PE MEDIA
CTR

SCIENCE

ENGLISH

Frank Locker educational planner (DeJONG)  CTA Architects

HISTORY
MATH

ART
PERF ARTS

SCIENCE

•Agile organizational
planning
•21st Century Skills
•Small Learning
Communities
•College
articulation

20

Frank Locker educational planner (DeJONG)  CTA Architects

PE MEDIA
CTR

INTERDISCIPLINARY
CORE ACADEMIES

INTEGRATED LEARNING

BUSINESS

ART
PERF ARTS

Flexible Platform for Change
GLACIER HS, KALISPELL, MT

20
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Frank Locker educational planner (DeJONG)  CTA Architects

PE MEDIA
CTR

ART
PERF ARTS

9TH YEAR
TRANSITION
ACADEMY

ARTS
CAREER
ACADEMY

WELLNESS
CAREER
ACADEMY

BUSINESS
CAREER
ACADEMY

COMMON/
BREAKOUT

TCHR PLAN
CENTERSCIENCE

CLASSRMS

Flexible Platform for Change
GLACIER HS, KALISPELL, MT

20 Flexible Platform for Change
EAST LYME MS, EAST LYME, CT

20

Friar Associates Architects

Floor G

Floor 1

Floor 2

900 students

Grades 5-8
• Single Grade w/

Looping

• Multi-age

Choice Schools/Choice Small Learning Communities21

Sustainable Living Elementary School, Burlington, VT

Arts Academy, Franklin High School, Franklin, MA

Frank Locker Educational Planning

Grand Rapids Christian High School, Frank Locker Educational Planning/ AMDG Architects

21st Century Learning SpacesMULTILE LEARNING MODALITIES
22

JCJ Architects

West Woods Upper Elementary
FARMINGTON, CT

22
HELSINKI, FINLAND

SMALL LEARNING
COMMUNITY

SMALL LEARNING
COMMUNITY

Helsinki Primary Schools 22
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TEACHER
CENTER

COMMONS/
BREAKOUT

CLASSROOMS

HELSINKI, FINLAND
Helsinki Primary Schools 22

• Variety  of Learning
Styles

• Small School Culture

• Teacher Collaboration

• Community of Learners

• Authentic Assessments

KIVA-
COMMONS

TEACHER
PLANNING
CENTER

OLD TOWN, ME
Old Town Elementary School

Frank Locker educational planner  PDT Architects

22
Ipswich, MA

Flansburgh Associates Architects

SCIENCE SCIENCE

MATHMATH

SPL ED

TCHRS

ENGLISHENGLISH

SOC STUDSOC STUD

COMMONS

Ipswich HS/MS 22

21st Century Learning Spaces
LEARNING IS A SOCIAL ACTIVITY

Moody Nolan Architects

22 21st Century Learning Spaces
MAKE LEARNING VISIBLE

Moody Nolan Architects

22 Blue Point School
SCARBOROUGH, ME

PDT Architects

K-2 MULTI-AGE CLASSROOMS

“How can we teach children collaboration if
every adult they see in the building is working
alone?”

23
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Middletown Public Schools

CAVES

LARGE GROUP
EVENTS

COLLABORATIVE
LEARNING

COLLABORATIVE
LEARNING

MIDDLETOWN, RI, USA

23

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners   Litman Architects

MIDDLETOWN, RI
Forest Avenue School K-2 Center 23

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners   Litman Architects

Teacher
Teams,
Multi-Age,
Flexible
Student
Groups

MIDDLETOWN, RI, USA
Forest Avenue School K-2 Center 23

Teacher
Teams,
Multi-Age,
Flexible
Student
Groups

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners   Litman Architects

MIDDLETOWN, RI, USA
Forest Avenue School K-2 Center 23

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners   Litman Architects

Teacher
Teams,
Multi-Age,
Flexible
Student
Groups

4 Core
Teachers +
2 Spl Ed
Teachers +
Specialists
with
85 Students

TEACHER
CENTER

STAGE

PROJECT/
TUTORIAL
AREA

COMMONS
1

2 3 4

MIDDLETOWN, RI, USA
Forest Avenue School K-2 Center 23

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners   Litman Architects

MIDDLETOWN, RI, USA
Forest Avenue School K-2 Center 23
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Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners   Litman Architects

TEACHER
CENTER

STAGE

COMMONS

MIDDLETOWN, RI, USA
Forest Avenue School K-2 Center 23 Applied Technology CenterCanby HS, Canby, OR

Dull, Olson, Weekes Architects

BIO-AG

ENGINEERING

COMMUNI-
CATIONS

BOARD
ROOM•Variety of

Learning Styles
•Integrating
Technology
•Flexible
Learning Spaces

•Integrated Learning
•Community Service

24

Mary Featherston Designer

BEFORE             AFTER

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
Wooranna Park Primary School

• Year 5 + 6
• 110 Students
• Teacher Teams
• Activity Zones
• Project-Based

Learning

• High Poverty
• Test Scores at

36% - 73% vs
12% Expected
per Student
Family Occupation

25The End of the Classroom as We Know it Today

Mary Featherston Designer

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
Wooranna Park Primary School

The End of the Classroom as We Know it Today 25

Fanning/Howey Associates Architects

MILAN, MI
Center for Innovative Studies

The End of the Classroom as We Know it Today

25

Fanning/Howey Associates Architects

MILAN, MI
Center for Innovative Studies

The End of the Classroom as We Know it Today

25
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Places for LearningPlaces for Learning

Frank Locker PhD
fl@franklocker.com
© 2016  Frank Locker Inc

A TYPOLOGY
Saugus Public Schools

Most traditional Most innovative
Teachers work alone Teachers work together
Students learn in class Personalized learning
Isolated subjects Integrated curriculum
Teach + test learning Project-based learning
Schedule controls time Students + teachers

control time
Two Tipping Points:
Teachers:

Work together in shared spaces
Students:

Initiative/responsibility for own learning

Places for Learning- A Typology
ORGANIZATION

From: To:

RANK

•Work with your table team mates.  Identify:

•The 3 most appropriate exemplars.

• Why?  What qualities did you admire?

•The 1 least appropriate.

• Why?  What qualities did you dislike?

Places for Learning- A Typology
YOUR  ASSIGNMENT

PE
MEDIA
CTR

ART
PERF ARTS

SCIENCE

A

•Separate
Classrooms

•Teachers work
alone

•Few adjacent
support spaces

•No visibility
between spaces

Minges Brook Elementary SchoolBATTLE CREEK, MI
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Southampton High SchoolSOUTHAMPTON, NY

2 FLOORS OF CLASSROOMS

CAFE
LIBRARY

LOBBY ADMIN
SCIENCE ABOVE

AUDITORIUM

GYMNASIUM

ENGLISH

SOCIAL
STUDIES

ART,
AUTO,
WOOD

BUSINESS

A •Departmental model

•Admin, Guidance only at front door

•Applied learning areas separated
from core academic Classrooms

•Separate Classrooms

•Teachers work alone

•No connections between
Classrooms

•No visual connections
Classrooms to Corridors

•Few adjacent support
spaces

ISOLATED CLASSROOMS/“TEACHING WALL”
Grand Rapids Public SchoolsMIDDLE SCHOOLS

Frank Locker/DeJONG Inc

B

STUDIO SPACE

Kilworth Edunova

DARTMOUTH, UK

C

“IDEAL” MATH CLASSROOM
IPSWICH, MA

Ipswich Middle School

D

CONNECTED STUDIOS WITH COMMONS

Flansburgh Associates Architects
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Frank Locker Educational Planner/PDT Architects

OLD TOWN, ME

E
Old Town Elementary School
CONNECTED STUDIOS WITH COMMONS +  SUPPORT

Beilharz Architects

Bryan High School/ Middle School
FLEXIBLE CLASSROOM SUITE F

BRYAN, OH

Beilharz Architects

Bryan High School/ Middle School
FLEXIBLE CLASSROOM SUITE F

BRYAN, OH

Beilharz Architects

Bryan High School/ Middle School
FLEXIBLE CLASSROOM SUITE F

BRYAN, OH
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WAVERLY, NE

CAFE LIBRARY

LOBBY

AUDITORIUM

GYMNASIUM

ENGLISH

SOCIAL
STUDIES

BUSINESS

F
•Departmental model

•Admin, Guidance only at front door

•Applied learning areas separated
from core academic Classrooms

The Design Partnership
Architects

HOUSE 2HOUSE 1

HOUSE 3 HOUSE 4

HOUSE FOR 200+- STUDENTS

FOLDING WALL

‘FAT L’ CLASSROOM

PE

PERF ARTS

CAFE LIBRARY

FOLDING WALL

•4 Pods for core academics make a
school

•Small Learning Community
organization centered on “Houses”
and Media Center

•Teacher Planning Centers

•Industrial Technology integral
with Science

ART

SP ED

Waverly High School Cristo Rey High School
MINNEAPOLIS, MN

Fielding Nair International

H

COMMON SPACE OTHER USES/FLEX WALLS

Cristo Rey High School
MINNEAPOLIS, MN

Fielding Nair International

COMMON SPACE OTHER USES/FLEX WALLS

G
End of the Library as We Know it Today

CONCORD, NH ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
I

HMFH Architects

COMMON SPACE HOLDS OTHER USES
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End of the Library as We Know it Today
CONCORD, NH ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

HMFH Architects

COMMON SPACE HOLDS OTHER USES H
NEW TECH HIGH

NTD Architects

Strategic Interdisciplinary
TEAM TAUGHT INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES

I

•1:1 student computer ratio
•Use of  projects to engage students: achieve deeper
learning
•Integrate 21st Century skills
•2 Person synchronous team
teaching

NEW TECH HIGH

NTD Architects

Strategic Interdisciplinary
J

TEAM TAUGHT INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES

Moody Nolan Architects

Grade 1-8 School
NEW ALBANY, OH

JFLEXIBLE TEACHER + STUDENT CONTROLLED SPACES
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Moody Nolan Architects

Grade 1-8 School
NEW ALBANY, OH

KFLEXIBLE TEACHER + STUDENT CONTROLLED SPACES
Grade 1-8 School

Moody Nolan Architects

LIBRARY

NEW ALBANY, OH
KFLEXIBLE TEACHER + STUDENT CONTROLLED SPACES

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners   Litman Architects

Teacher
Teams,
Multi-Age,
Flexible
Student
Groups

4 Core
Teachers +
2 Spl Ed
Teachers +
Specialists
with
85 Students

TEACHER
CENTER

STAGE

PROJECT/
TUTORIAL
AREA

COMMONS
1

2 3 4

Forest Avenue School K-2 Center
MIDDLETOWN, RI

SHARED STUDIOS + RESPONSIBILITY L

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners   Litman Architects

TEACHER
CENTER

STAGE

COMMONS

Forest Avenue School K-2 Center
MIDDLETOWN, RI

SHARED STUDIOS + RESPONSIBILITY K
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Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners   Litman Architects

Forest Avenue School K-2 Center
MIDDLETOWN, RI

SHARED STUDIOS + RESPONSIBILITY L

Mary Featherston Designer

BEFORE             AFTER

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
Wooranna Park Primary School

• Year 5 + 6
• 110 Students
• Teacher Teams
• Activity Zones
• Project-Based

Learning

• High Poverty
• Test Scores at

36% - 73% vs
12% Expected
per Student
Family Occupation

DIFFERENTIATED STUDIOS M

Mary Featherston Designer

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
Wooranna Park Primary School
DIFFERENTIATED STUDIOS L Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies

MILAN MI

THE END OF THE CLASSROOM AS WE KNOW IT TODAY

Fanning Howey Associates Architects

Project-Based LearningN
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Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies
MILAN MI

THE END OF THE CLASSROOM AS WE KNOW IT TODAY

Fanning Howey Associates Architects

Project-Based LearningN
Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies

MILAN MI
N

THE END OF THE CLASSROOM AS WE KNOW IT TODAY

Fanning Howey Associates Architects

Project-Based Learning

Australian Science + Mathematics School
ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA

Woods Bagot Architects

HIGHLY VARIED LEARNING SPACES L
Project-Based Learning

Woods Bagot Architects

Australian Science + Mathematics School
ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA

HIGHLY VARIED LEARNING SPACES M
Project-Based Learning
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Future Furniture

1Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms

TRADITIONAL MODEL, PERFECT FOR LECTURE + DIRECT INSTRUCTION

2Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms
School Furniture: Student Centered Learning – Step 1

A Series of Steps for Reconfiguring the Classroom to Reflect Student Empowerment:

From Teacher to Student Centered

3Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms
School Furniture: Student Centered Learning – Step 2

A Series of Steps for Reconfiguring the Classroom to Reflect Student Empowerment:

From Teacher to Student Centered

4Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms
School Furniture: Student Centered Learning – Step 3

Small Group Facilitation

5Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms
School Furniture: Student Centered Learning – Step 4

Learning Flexibility; Individual, Small/Large Group, Presentation

6Frank Locker Educational Planning
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Classrooms

Diffused Technology, Presentation, Display, Storage

School Furniture: Student Centered Learning – Step 5

7Frank Locker Educational Planning

ECISD 21st Century Animation
Review

Classrooms + Breakout Spaces

8Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms
GOOGLE “21ST CENTURY LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS ” AND THESE IMAGES
COME UP https://www.google.com/search?q=21st+century+learning+environments&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiz-
PvGgbPLAhUG4D4KHZc5CY0QsAQILg&biw=1008&bih=903#tbm=isch&tbs=rimg%3ACbCCkJ97D6SkIjjKvGQtlWbI_1ILhsHh8_1Dexnh4HcMzO8bq8txj7hoTbD-
a5hCi2hkDfKsQ42FIOHCtwOn18x6s7NCoSCcq8ZC2VZsj8EWqNQYLcVVVdKhIJguGweHz8N7ER8nT6yjXuO8IqEgmeHgdwzM7xuhH-
nDtscS1xqSoSCby3GPuGhNsPEZtcXrwH91eqKhIJ5rmEKLaGQN8RKRXxZoWHe2IqEgkqxDjYUg4cKxHpWJiy78yp2yoSCXA6fXzHqzs0ET9WI1RvZLsg&q=21st%20ce
ntury%20learning%20environments&imgrc=_

9Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms
GOOGLE “21ST CENTURY LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS ” AND THESE IMAGES
COME UP https://www.google.com/search?q=21st+century+learning+environments&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiz-
PvGgbPLAhUG4D4KHZc5CY0QsAQILg&biw=1008&bih=903#tbm=isch&tbs=rimg%3ACbCCkJ97D6SkIjjKvGQtlWbI_1ILhsHh8_1Dexnh4HcMzO8bq8txj7hoTbD-
a5hCi2hkDfKsQ42FIOHCtwOn18x6s7NCoSCcq8ZC2VZsj8EWqNQYLcVVVdKhIJguGweHz8N7ER8nT6yjXuO8IqEgmeHgdwzM7xuhH-
nDtscS1xqSoSCby3GPuGhNsPEZtcXrwH91eqKhIJ5rmEKLaGQN8RKRXxZoWHe2IqEgkqxDjYUg4cKxHpWJiy78yp2yoSCXA6fXzHqzs0ET9WI1RvZLsg&q=21st%20ce
ntury%20learning%20environments&imgrc=_

10Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms
GOOGLE “21ST CENTURY LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS ” AND THESE IMAGES
COME UP

11Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms
GOOGLE “21ST CENTURY LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS ” AND THESE IMAGES
COME UP

12Frank Locker Educational Planning
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Classrooms
GOOGLE “21ST CENTURY LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS ” AND THESE IMAGES
COME UP

13Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms
VARIETY OF FURNITURE IN EACH ROOM
Creating multiple learning centers.

Judy Helm +
Lilian Katz

14Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms
VARIETY OF FURNITURE IN EACH ROOM
Creating multiple learning centers.

VS Furniture

15Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms

STEELCASE LEARNLAB

Steelcase

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CnU58hbYN1M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmWfNdzrlqQ

16Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms

ROUND TABLES: THE QUINTESSENTIAL COLLABORATION STATEMENT

17Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms

STAND UP DESKS
Research shows student behavior improves when students can
move while learning.

Safco AlphaBetter

18Frank Locker Educational Planning
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Classrooms

FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

Steelcase Node Chair

19Frank Locker Educational Planning

Classrooms

BEAN BAG CHAIRS
Every student’s desire.  Every teacher’s fear.

VS Furniture

20Frank Locker Educational Planning

Breakout Spaces
GOOGLE “21ST CENTURY LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS ” AND THESE IMAGES
COME UP https://www.google.com/search?q=21st+century+learning+environments&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiz-
PvGgbPLAhUG4D4KHZc5CY0QsAQILg&biw=1008&bih=903#tbm=isch&tbs=rimg%3ACbCCkJ97D6SkIjjKvGQtlWbI_1ILhsHh8_1Dexnh4HcMzO8bq8txj7hoTbD-
a5hCi2hkDfKsQ42FIOHCtwOn18x6s7NCoSCcq8ZC2VZsj8EWqNQYLcVVVdKhIJguGweHz8N7ER8nT6yjXuO8IqEgmeHgdwzM7xuhH-
nDtscS1xqSoSCby3GPuGhNsPEZtcXrwH91eqKhIJ5rmEKLaGQN8RKRXxZoWHe2IqEgkqxDjYUg4cKxHpWJiy78yp2yoSCXA6fXzHqzs0ET9WI1RvZLsg&q=21st%20ce
ntury%20learning%20environments&imgrc=_

21Frank Locker Educational Planning

Breakout Spaces
GOOGLE “21ST CENTURY LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS ” AND THESE IMAGES
COME UP

22Frank Locker Educational Planning

Breakout Spaces

GRADE 1 – 8  SCHOOL, New Albany, OH

23Frank Locker Educational Planning

Breakout Spaces

WEST MUSKINGUM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, West Muskingum, OH

24Frank Locker Educational Planning
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Breakout Spaces

ELECTRONIC FURNITURE

25Frank Locker Educational Planning

Breakout Spaces

COLLABORATION BOOTHS

26Frank Locker Educational Planning

Breakout Spaces

FLEXIBLE MOVABLE DESKS

27Frank Locker Educational Planning

Breakout Spaces

PRESENTATION AREAS

28Frank Locker Educational Planning

Breakout Spaces

INFORMAL SITTING AREAS

29Middleborough High School  Educational Visioning Frank Locker Educational Planning

Breakout Spaces

GROUP DISCUSSION AREAS

30Frank Locker Educational Planning
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Maker Space

D SCHOOL, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, PALO ALTO, CA
Probably the most famous university-level school in USA for PBL and Making
Things to Learn

31Frank Locker Educational Planning

Maker Space

D SCHOOL, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, PALO ALTO, CA
Probably the most famous university-level school in USA for PBL and Making
Things to Learn

32Frank Locker Educational Planning

Maker Space

D SCHOOL, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, PALO ALTO, CA
Probably the most famous university-level school in USA for PBL and Making
Things to Learn

33Frank Locker Educational Planning

Maker Space

D SCHOOL, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, PALO ALTO, CA
Probably the most famous university-level school in USA for PBL and Making
Things to Learn

34Frank Locker Educational Planning
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AS IDENTIFIED BY TABLE TEAMS ON DAY 1
*Most provocative

1. NEEDS  Table Team 1
 1.1 Different schedules (not 40-50 min class)
 1.2 More time (effectiveness)
 1.3 Individualization and personal interest – high

lighting/implementation
 1.4 Relation-based skills knowledge allows students to not fall to

cracks
 1.5 * Go year-round, or closer (more 2 week breaks, not farm

schedule)
 1.6 Publicly recognize academic performance
 1.7 Student responsibility of presence
 1.8 Teach to be good learners

2. NEEDS  Table Team 2
 2.1 Full collaboration of district, SDSU, SDEC, leverage resources
 2.1 Parent and community involvement

o Education is more than 8-3:30
 2.3 Elementary school on Eastside towards Aurora – neighborhood

schools
 2.4 State legislature to give flexibility to district to decide curriculum –

local control
 2.5 Produce students that are workforce ready with skills
 2.6 Space

o Flexible
o Flow

 2.7 * Later start for HS – 9:30am – 4ish
 2.8 Mon – Thurs week – Friday AM teacher time

3. NEEDS  Table Team 3
 3.1 Cultivate a growth mindset
 3.2 Engage and value differences
 3.3 Life-ready
 3.4 *Permission to be innovative and different
 3.5 Retain students to enhance our community
 3.6 Choice

o 1  Yes/application process
o 2  Yes
o 3  Yes

4. NEEDS  Table Team 4
 4.1 Ability to meet the diverse needs of BSD learners
 4.2 Flexibility to accommodate the various approaches, interests,

needs of a student
o Modalities consideration
o Student – provides opportunities with space to move!

 4.3 *De-emphasize transcript perfection – take risks!
o Foster the development not a “grade”

 4.4 Communicate, educate, partner to build relationships, engage for
change

5. NEEDS  Table Team 5
 5.1 Meet needs of all students
 5.2 Diverse population – ELL
 5.3 Infrastructure
 5.4 Relevance
 5.5 Less emphasis on testing
 5.6 Partnerships
 5.7Resources
 5.8 *Students/staff/community buy in

6. NEEDS  Table Team 6
 6.1 Space
 6.2 High quality hires
 6.3 Retain staff/PD
 6.4 *Infrastructure to address diversity
 6.5 Prepare for change
 6.6 Meet the needs of students for the future
 6.7 Equity – Elem – class size MS/HS
 6.8 Student 1st focus
 6.9 Opportunities for collaboration – inner school/across schools
 6.10 Be able to provide education, especially that meets all needs
 6.11 Global-ready students
 6.12Meeting needs/have systems in place for families in poverty/low

income
 6.13 Invisible students – relationships

7. Needs   Table Team 7
 7.1 Relevance for students
 7.2 Investing in high quality and diverse teachers

o Professional development
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 Teachers and administration
 7.3 Options for students

o Grading
o Schedules
o Experiences
o Student voice in this

 7.4 *Emphasize all post-secondary options
o Technical
o Career readiness
o Time to explore passion!

 7.5 More opportunities to try/explore lifelong learning
 7.6 Alignment buildings/careers/community
 7.7 Global world
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